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FOREWORD
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George Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA. The work was administered under
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Vehicle Engineering Laboratory, Materials Division, George Marshall Space
Flight Center.
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Program Manager, and Mr. J. F. Moore, Program Engineer, under the direction of
Mr. N. Klimek, Manager, Materials and Producibility. The studies described
in this report were carried out by Dr. George Martin, Mr. D. S. Weinstein,
Mr. J. F. Moore, Mr. 1-1, V. Harvey, Mr. J. L. Nummelin, Dr. L. Lackman,
Dr. A. B. C. Anderson, Dr. S. Tsang, Mr. W. Oliphant, Mr. 1-1. S. Varney of NR,
Los Angeles Division and Drs. D. 0. Thompson and W. F. Hall of the NR Science
Center.
The program effort and resultsdescribed in this final technical report
were conducted over the period. 30 June 1967 through. 30 September 1968. The
delivery-of portable instrumentation and instruction manuals under this con-
tract was completed 31 October 1968.
This final technical report was issued by North American Rockwell
Corporation, Los Angeles Division under report No. NA-68-71S and approved by	 N
the NASA Contracting Officer on 3 February 1969.
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ABSTRACT
This is the final technical report for a program to develop
instrumentation for the determination of bond strength of adhesive in honey»
'	 comb materials and the development of air coupled inspection methods suitablo
for large tankage, The report describes an analytical and experimental pro-
gram relating the variation in viscoelastic properties of an adhesive to the
cohesive bond strength of the adhesive. The adhesive damping data predicted
that the composite vibrational, response amplitude would decrease with.eleva.t.ed
temperatures, and the relaxation character of the degraded adhesive would show
a smaller activation energy. Vibration analysi s measurements verified that
the damping of the adhesive was related to the cohesive bond strength by
41	 determinations of either the internal friction at the fundamental and harmonic
frequencies or the relative vibration response peak amplitudes.
The development of a nondestructive test system for measuring adhesive
clamping was directed toward the development of a high energy excitation-
^i detection transducer system for one side bond strength measurements. Measure-r
ments on composite specimens at various temperatures showed a :frequency
internal friction relationship which clearly distinguished differences in
cohesive bond strength. The internal friction data at some frequency-
temperature conditions showed the practicality of go no-go indications, and
at other frequency-temperature conditions a quantitative means of determining
bond strength. Air coupled through transmission NDT technique development
proved the feasibility of low frequency acoustic detection of disbonds in a
simulated tank structure.
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Section I
SUM IARY
This is the final. technical report on a program aimed at the development
of instrumentation to determine 
bond 
strength in adhesively bonde(I honeycomb
panels and the development of air-coupled WT techniques suitable for the
determination of debonds in large tankage walls. Previous studies included
a systematic approach to the bond strength problem and initial development
of a NDT measuring system and established that adhesive bond strength is pri-
marily determined by the bulk viscoelastic properties of the adhesive and by
the extent of contact between the adhesive and adherents. Under this program,
a comprehensive mathematical analysis was conducted to relate bond. strength to
vibrational properties. An experimental program determined the range of
variation in the viscoelastic propeities of the Bloomingdale UIT-424 adhesive
based on a range of normal and abnomai. pre- and post-preparation Conditions.
The adhesive property data analysis showed that the viscoelastic model uses:'
for the analysis was adequate for defining the mechanical properties of the
adhesive and that the evaluation of vibrational responses as related to the
mathematical model of the honeycom10 structure results in a practical :approach
for an NDT system for bond strength measurement.
The adhesive darnping data predicted that the vibrational response
amplitude of the composite. wwlc, decrease with elevated temperatures, and
that undercured adhesive would show this effect at a relatively lower tempera.-
tur& than a well-bonded composite. This is because of the temperature and
property dependence of the relaxation mechanism and results from the smaller
activation energy of the undercured adhesive.
Two experimental test systems were constructed. In one, referred to as
the DOT system, vibrations are excited by an eddy current coil and. deflections
measured with a photometric device. The other system, designed to provide
mechanical vibrations for the case of nonmetallic materials, is based on
a Laval nozzle siren.
The DOT vibration analysis system showed that the damping of the adhesive
can be related to the cohesive bond strength by determining either the
internal friction of the fundamental and harmonic frequencies or the relative
vibration response peak amplitude. Both techniques require a means of
elevating and stabilizing the temperature of the adhesive for short test
periods. Amplitude response test data at a constant driving stress and at two
different frequencies were ccnsistent with the mathematical analysis. The
response data have showed good correlatability with cohesive bond strength
and are in general agreement with the predicted damping theory and adhesive
property tests. The DOT measurement approach was therefore shown to be a
I
ft
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practical method of nondestructively determining cohosive 
bond 
strength. The
design and development of a laboratory model system is described and detail
drawings and operating instructions are furnished in a supplemental manual.
A pneumatic type exciter was devolopo(l ca pable of producing air bursts up
to 20,000 pulses per second and forces at 0.1 to 0.3 pound, Two air pulse
L
I 
losigns were completed a 	 r:and a laboratory test model was rab-Icated using a
Laval nozzle to produce a supersonic air Allow to he clioplied at ,.1 selectable
froqmency by means of a rotating disk containing a series oafperipheral holes.
The air pulsor was evaluated its an altern rite driver for bond strength   measure-
flionts and proved sufficient for the require(] MA level excitation, however,
more satisfactory results were obtained in terms of control and noise level
using electromagnetic excitation.
Dovelopment 
of 
an air-couplod NDT method to detect dehonds in lar
tankage was concentrated on. evaluti.ting the high Frequelicy air•pulser vibration
test system. Test results showed different -Frequency response characteristics
for well bond and dishonds in. three different Saturn type composites when
tested. in either through-transmission or o-ae-sicle systems. A specific system
design must be related to a specific vessel or tank. Sufficient development
was accomplished to show the feasibility of selected acoustic vibration prop-
agation and response detection systems for air-coupled nondestructive
testing.
Ai
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Section IT
INTRODUCTION
Past development programs have resulted in the development of reliable
industrial instrumentation for the detection of bondjdebond conditions in
honeycomb materials. These investigations have also showrn the need for a
method suitable for determining the actual. or relative bond strength of such
structures in cases where a bond exists. Previous surveys have .indicated
that a number of empirical approaches have been made to this problem, which
are useful and accurate to a limited extent for specific systems, No general
survey of the problem of bond strength has so far been made that could be
used as a general. basis for a systematic approach to the problem of measuring
bond strength itself. One of the primary objectives of this program .s the
development of such an approach anal. thorough investigation of the reliability
of a generalized conceptual model zo the extent where industrially useful
instrumentation can be developed.
Previously developed instrumentation has shown itself to be very
successful for one-sided inspection of honeycomb panels for debond conditions,
but the very sensitivity of the methods developed make ;inspection of large
structures a major task. Tnstrumentation is required which can he used for
ranid. scans of large structures, such as missile tankage, under conditions
that prevent accurate coupling of driver and sensing probes and the structure.
The second major objective of this program is therefore the development of
inspection techniques which utilize energies transmitted through air over
variable path lengths Such air-coupled systems could, if necessary, be
permanently installed in tankage to give signals on defect conditions arising
after- fabrication, in storage, or in service.
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Section TH
DETERMINATION OF BOND STRENGTH OF AnHESTVES
APPROACH_
Earlier efforts by the NR/LAD (Ref. 1) have resulted in several methods	 I
for the determination of bond/debond conditions in honeycomb composite
materials. However, these methods have not been sufficiently develo ped to
give information as to whether a bond has the full stren gth the adhesive is
capable of developing or is, due to various reasons, below this desirable
level. Literature surveys have shown that methods for the determination of
bond strength have been attempted, but to date no completely reliable or
generally applicable method has been found.. The survey has further indicated
that failure of an adhesive bond occurs generally by a failure through tile
adhesive rather than at the interface between the adliesi.ve and facing sheets
or honeycomb core when proper manufacturing processes are employed. Tile
failure through the adhesive was defined as cohesive failure, to distinguish
it from adhesive failure, which is failure of the interface. The development
problem was therefore to find a physical property of the adhesive related to
cohesive strength. It was therefore considered desirable to provide a funda-
mental relationship basic to adhesive systems, so that extrapolations can be
made with a high degree of reliability. This approach was based on a
systematic understanding of both adhesive and honeycomb materials, and
vibrational response characteristics.
General tests on organic adhesives indicate that the adhesives under
stress act as viscoelastic solids, and that their response to an applied
stress is time dependent. This effect is characterized by frequency f
dependent peak of the internal friction tan 5 according to the relationship
tan 8 = K f t/(l + f2 t2)
where t ^s the relaxation time.
The internal friction is proportional to the energy dissipated per cycle
of vibration; the maximum occurs when ft = 1. A curve plotting tan 8 against ft
will peak at this point. From the shape of- this curve and the frequency
dependency, it was considered that the underlying hypothesis of a : Zener
relaxation process was applicable. With a greater internal friction, the
adhesive absorbs more energy and is, therefore, a measure of its cohesive
strength. It was, therefore, considered that vibration tests should. show
nondestructively a relationship between the adhesive bond strength of an
adhesive and its internal friction.
ti3
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Previous experiments to test the hypothesis showed that the internal.
friction of adhesives is loth a measure of bond stronyth and is related to
the vibrational response of a structure. Tests were carried out on lap shear r.
specimens and a limited number of honeycomb materials anal an analysis of the
vibrational response peaks indicated that the hypothesis was correct. Tn
mated that damping is related to bondparticular, i  was d mons 	 strength,	 4
frequency, and temperature in a manner which is directly related to
theoretical predictions. In order to apply the approach to Honeycomb com-
posite structures, a number of concepts required definition and clarification,
and a theoretical approach and experimental procedure developed.
R
A development plan was established; the following related and inter-
dependent tasks:
a) Literature and ^i,ndustr. ial surveys to ensure knowledge of the current
state or art for adhesive bond strength test means.
b) Preparation of representative composite specimens of varying
cohesive strength to provide a test criterion for NDT system
evaluation.
i
c) Determination of the material. properties of the honeycomb composite 	 -f
constituents and in particular the cohesive strength damping
properties of the adhesive. 	 E
d) Mathematical analysis to define the interrelations of adhesive
properties and their effect on the resonant frequency and damping
of the composite including such parameters as the bond's visco- 	 }^`
elastic properties, core stiffness, flexural stiffness of the face
sheets, and thickness of the bond layer.
e) Vibration spectrum analysis to determine the elastic properties of
the composite and. deviations due to variations in cohesive strength
with concurrent test method development.
f) Design and fabrication of suitable instrumentation for the
nondestructive measurement of cohesive bond strength.-
Alp
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LITERATURE SURVEY
Relevant literature and industrial experience were Surveyed concurrently
with the development effort. This Survey was directed primarily toward
means of evaluating the cohesive bond strength in honeycomb and other com-
posites. The following survey synopsis describes the state of art for NIDT
techniques for bond strength and the physical properties of adhesives in
terms of fracture mechanics and chemical changes as related to degraded
cohesive strength.
FAILURE MODES OF ADI=MSTW, BONDS
The strength of an adhesive bond depends upon the cohesive strength of
the adhesive or the strength 
of 
the adhesive-adherend interface, whichever
is smaller. Failure of the bond due to low cohesive strength or low inter-
facial adhesion is called cohesive failure or adhesive failure, respectively.
Low cohesive strength is generally attributed to the presence of voids or
porous adhesive layers, which in most cases are clue to low bonding pressure,
mismatch of parts, or poor tooling. Inadequate cohesive strength may also be
developed in undercured adhesive materials since crosslinking will not have
taken place fully. Low adhesive strength at the interface is generally
caused by contamination of the adherend surface due to improper preparation
or by deterioration of the adhesive surface layers due to overcuring or con-
tamination by foreign matter. Internal stresses can also develop at the
interface in curing because of differences in the rates of thermal expansion
or contraction between adhesive and adherend; minute cracks will form in
adhesive surface layers resulting in low adhesive strength.
Since adhesive failure is not due to the use of an inferior adhesive of
low strength, but rather by improper proces^,Jng, a good bond. can usually be
obtained if all the steps in a bonding process are carried out precisely as
specified. Bond failure will then be of the cohesive type.
INSTRUMENTS FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST OF BOND STRENGTH
If there is no weak boundary layer in an adhesive, the bond fails in a
cohesive manner. The strength is then dependent upon the properties of the
adhesive mass that fills the gap of the joint. Since most adhesives behave
like a viscoelastic material under stress, their properties are influenced
by stiffness as well as viscous loss.
7
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Ultrasonic nondestructive test instruments have been constructed oil t he
assumption that bond strength affected by cohesive failure varies with stiff-
tress and viscous loss in the adhesive. The basic principle ofthis type of
instrument is that a piezoelectric transducer, vll)rati.nv at a natural reso-
nant frequency, is sensitive to a load acoustically coupled to it. Variations
in the mass and stiffness 
of 
the load. cause a shift 
of 
the resonant frequency
of the transducer, while loss in the load affects the resonant peak amplitude.
Change of such vibration behavior of the transducer is displayed on ^"111 oscillo-
scope or a microammeter . Variation in bond strength is then ielated to the
milplitude change, frequency shift, or both.
Examples of ultrasonic NDT instruments are the FoRlwr Bond Tester,
Coinda-scope, and STUB-meter, Laboratory evaluation of adhesive bonds by
means of the three instruments reveals considerable variation in test accuracy
with the adhesive system and the instrument used (Refs. 2 trod 3). All
instruments are less effective on honeycomb sandwich panels than on metal-to-
metal lap joints. Reduction of bond strength caused by voids, porosity, and
delamination can be correlated with instrument response; however, the response
is less sensitive to change of bond strength due to undercure of the adhesive
material. These instruments are not at all suitable for determining bond
strength associated with adhesive Failure since this failure depends on
adhesion which concentrates at the very thin adhesive-adherend interface and
can hardly contribute to the influence of the whole adhesive mass on the
vibration characteristics of the transducers.
The strength of the surface layer 
of 
the adhesive is decisive in adhesive
failure. Small contaminated. areas or discontinuities in the bond region can
act as stress risers causing premature failure of the bond.. When the joint
is loaded., the contaminated areas or discontinuities are highly stressed.
Sonic and ultrasonic vibrations at these locations can be detected by a proper
listening device before the applied load breaks the bond. Laboratory tests
yield a correlation between the applied stress at which sonic emission is
detected and the tensile strength of adhesively bonded cylindrical aluminum
blocks (Ref. 4). Changes of ultrasonic attenuation with applied stress,
however, give inconsistent results. An ultrasonic emission detector has
been built to determine bond strength by sonic emission under stressing.
Merits and limitations of the instrument have been discussed (Pef. 5).
J-UWkLT11UAL I-WFKURUN PUK UP41MVIIINUINU A1)nr111)1Vt BOND Z)1Pr11NW1-1
The ultrasonic instruments described above demonstrate-a correlation
between properties of an adhesive and adhesive bond strength. Their useful-
ness, however, has certain limitations. In order to develop a better
technique for a nondestructive test of bond strength, attention should be
directed toward investigating both the adhesive properties that contribute
most to bond strength and the ultrasonic response to these properties.
8
0The actual tensile strength of adhesives, like metals, is lower than
the theoretical value. The discrepancy is clue to the finite length or
 
the
molecular chains and imperfections in structure (Ref. 6),Tnterniolecular
bonds will break first, concentrating stress on a chemical.	 until this
bond is also ruptured. Tile break is then propagated through the material
by the severing of chemical and intermolecular bonds. Theweak Spots or
flaws which act as stress concentrators affecting strength of the adhesive
is in accord with Griffith's theory of brittle fracture defined by an equation
of the form
	where S	 fracture strength,
K R constant,
	
El	 Young's modulus,
	
*Y	 energy required to produce unit area of fracture surface, and
	
c	 flaw size.
Since S is determined by17-1 1 , 'y and c, fracture strength is independent of
failure mode. Thus both cohesive strength and adhesive strength would be
influenced predominantly by weak spots or weak layers which are either
initially present in the adhesive or produced later in the bonding process.
The mechanical behavior of an adhesive can lie described by its complex
dynamic modulus composed of two components, Young's modulus and the viscous
modulus describing respectively elastic and viscous behavior. Tensile
strength and. modulus usually increase with increasing degree of polymeriza-
tion. Surface energy can be considered constant for a given adhesive. Flaw
size depends on manufacturing processes, but can also be affected by overcure.
The increasing modulus arising from overcure distributes the stress over a
decreasing area of substrate so that flaws in the highly stressed region can
grow in size.
Since strength and modulus are generally referred to the original
cross-sectional area of a sample, if the area decreases in a test, the
experimental value is apparently lower than the value hased on the actual
area; however, it is this apparentvalue that is commonly determined and
used in design. Both S and E l in the strength equation are also based on
the original cross-sectional area. The equation then indicates a reduction
of bond strength due to a decrease of El and, an increase of c if the adhesive
is overcured. Though c cannot be accurately known, El is measurable by
nondestructive test. Therefore, the bond strength could be related to
Young's modulus of the adhesive. Dietz and his coworkers (Ref. 7) measured
Young's modulus and. the viscous modulus of a butt joint nondestructively.
Tensile strength, Young's modulus, and the viscous modulus increase after
proper curing treatment; however, an improper cure at too high a temperature
9
1 
0,41	
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causes all t1iree values to decrease. In a few cases, high strength is noted
after improper cure, but the two moduli are also high,
Overcure at a higher tcmperaturc than required usually Causes deterio-
ration of adhesives. In the adhesive butt joint, deterioration starts at
the outer surface layer, as shown by examination of the fracture surface
(Ref. 8). This deteriorated layer, however thin, causes the modulus 
of 
the
joint to decrease. It appears that a modulus change can be brought about by
deterioration or contamination of the adhesive, even if the affected region
is relatively small.. Undercure does not cause deterioration, but the modulus
is low due to incomplete or partial polymerization. As a result, strength is
also low. Therefore, the modulus changes whether the a0hosivo is undercured
or overcured and whether the failure is cohesive or adhosivo.
Since Young's modulus and the viscous modulus vary with frocluencv,
measurement of the moduli should be carried out at a frequencv to yield the
proper values for correlation with bond strength. Dietz and his coworkers
(Ref. 6) employed equations derived by Nolle and Westervolt (Pef. 9) to
compute the two moduli of an adhesive butt joint,
El = 4 Plb,E 00 flgc-1 (fo - fl) -1
F,2 = l/2F1 (Af I - A fo) (f-0 - fl,
,I
zt
where
F, and E2 = Young's modulus and the viscous Modulus, respectively,
P = density of the adherend,
gc = consistency factor,
1, = length of each adherend in the thickmess direction of
adhesive
b = thickness of adhesive in the butt joint,
fo and fl	 resonant frequency in longitudinal vibration of an adherend
of length I and the butt joint respectively
fo and fl	 half-power bandwidth of resonance peak in longitudinal
vibration of an adherend of length I and the butt joint,
respectively.
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The equation is valid if I >> h, fl/ A f, > > I I and (f	 f I )/f 0 < < 1. Since
oa resonant frequency can have anumber of harmonic.,,, Thore May be one or only,
a few harmonic frequencies that will yield usoful infollmtion, Proper selec-
tion of frequency for obtaining dynamic modulus to correlate with strength of
a material is further indicated by Fitzgerald (Ref. 10) who found good agree-
ment between calculated critical stress (equal to dynamic shear modulus
divided by 21 Tr) and the observed fracture stross for single crystals of sodium
chloride, germanium, and glycine sulfate, and crystals (at two orientation.,;
and temperatures) of natural quartz; the dynamic shear modulus was measured
at a frequency of 100 1 ►z because it approximates most closely the relatively
low stress rates encountered in the ustial breaking test,.;.
Bond strength has been S]101411 to be dependent on the damping Canacitv
or energy loss of an adhesive joint. The influence 
or 
loss oil the vibration
characteristics of a pieZoelectric transducer has been the bas-Is for coil-
structing commercial ultrasonic instruments for determining adhesive bond
.strength. As mentioned earlier, usefulness of those instruments is limited
primarily by the problems associated with the limited electrical response
of a piezoelectric crystal inefficiently coupled to the material tinder test
giving low electromechanical efficiencies. in the absence of stress-
dependent damping or stress gradients, the clamping capacity of a material. Is
generally expressed by specific energy loss, logarithmic decrement, or
resonance curve width factor. The dynamic Young's modulus can be related co
resonant frequency, which in turn enters the expression for the resonance
curve width factor.
Change of characteristics of ultrasonic waves, such as velocity, ampli-
tude, frequency, and phase, propagating in a joint may also be utilized as
an indicator of bond strength. Since defects at the interface can be detected
by an ultrasonic test to ascertain quality of a bond, it is not 
hard 
to expand
and refine the techniques to examine the bond in a quantitative way. For
example, a Rayleigh surface wave in honeyconib sandwich is attenuated to vary-
ing degrees in the presence of voids, improperly compounded adhesive, or under-
cured. adhesive (Ref. 11). Peel strength can be qualitatively related to
change of ai-aplitude. Since energy of the surface wave decreased rapidly with
penetration below the surface to a maximum depth of about one wavelength, the
thickness of the face sheet of the honeycomb sandwich through which ultrasonic
investigations of the adhesive bond can be made is governed by the wavelength
of the surface wave. Generally the face sheet thickness must be less than
one-half the wavelength in order that ultrasonic energy at the underside, will
be sufficient for test purposes.
The dependence on thickness may be avoided by propagating Lamb waves in
the face sheet. Although theoretically Lamb waves are generated when the
sheet surfaces are free of stress, experiments have demonstrated that they
can also be generated in a sheet submerged in water (Ref. 12). Various modes
of Lamb waves vibrate the sheet surfaces in different manners. Modes which
iwvvaie. ya m: mar
mi	 RIMER: 11
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vibrate the surfaces predominantly in a vertical direction are suitable for
examining a bond because energy associated with vertical motion is readily
transferred, across the interface, Attenuation of certain modes is affected
by acoustic loading attached to the underside of the shoot (Ref. 1*21. Since
condition and qualli ty of the adhesive determine acoustic loading attached to
the face sheat in which proper mode of Lamb waves is propagating, attenuation
of tho wave offers correlative information on bond strength. Tn this respect,
Lamb waves are better than Rayleigh, surface waves because sheet thickness is
no longer limited and modes of vibration can be properly chosen to yield tho
best results,
0
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SPECIMENS
In order to test the damping/bond strength relationship furt her a
number of test specimens were provided to test both the couipment developed
and 
the 
validity of the more sophisticated analytical approaches. These
specimens were fabricated to (1) represent a range of the bond 'Matorials,
(2) be representative of structures used, and (3) utiliZe materials repre-
sentanve of materials in service.
The specimens were: made with three to five different dogroos of bond
strongth degradation in addition to ,t perfectly cured specimen 'Ind one
incorporating a complete dobond condition produced by nrecuring the adhesive
in local areas. Bond do	 $gradation was achieved by variations in the curing41	 temperature and time. A tabulation of the bond strength test specimens fab-
ricated during this program is shown in table I. Details of the method
developed for degrading the Bloomingdale W-424 adhesive as well as the com-41	 loosite bonding and destructive test data are given in Appendix A.
The cohesive failure of an adhesive bond is generally attributed to the
presence of voids or inadequate chemical crosslinking due to under or ovorcure
con(litions. It was predicted that the dynamic elastic and-Inelastic prop-
erties of a degraded adhesive bond could be related to these conditions and
form the basis for the mathematical model and subsequent development of
an NDT measuring method. Therefore, rod type adhesive specimens were pre-
pared, using the Bloomingdale I-1T-424 adhesive"CN.1m and tested 
in 
an internal
.friction. 	 The details of the specimen preparation and test
are described in Appendix A.
test measurements were carried out on undercured and
specimens and the data generally confirmed that the
"standaTcl." linear viscoelastic, medium. This is shown
internal friction data is plotted as a function of test
1-U11 lated adhesive modulus is compared with the tensile
It is evident that the cohesive strength of the adhesive increases
with cure temperature up to the recommended manufacturer's cure temperature,
The internal frictionmeasuroments also included a determination of the
dynamic (or isothermal) Young's modulus. Figure 1 shows these relationships
as a function of ultimate adhesive strength. In particular, the internal
friction plots of damping (0- 1.) versus temperature show that a sizeable
difference in damping values as a function of temperature may be obtained.
The internal friction data therefore confirmed the applicability of the
viscoelastic model for describing the properties of the adhesive and provided
a value range for the mathematical model analysis. In addition, analysis
of the data shows a significant increase in damping magnitude as a function of
test temperature.
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TALE I
SUMMARY OF BOND STRENGTH
HONEYCOMB SPECIMENS'
Number of Face Sheet Care Core
Bond Strength
jup Bottom
Specimens Thickness Thickness Cell Percent Percent(18 in. x 18 in.) Tn. In. In. (psi) (psi)
2 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 100 (671) 100
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 100 75
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 100 50 (562)
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 100 25
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 75 75
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 50 (347) 50
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 25 (377) 25
2 0.020 2 3/16 100 100
2 0.020 2 3/16 100 50
2 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 100 (603) 100
1 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 100 50 (540)
1 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 50 (515) S0
1 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 100 25 (401)
1 0.020 1 5/8 3/4 100 100
1 0.020 1 5/8 3/4 100 50
1 0.020 1 5/8 3/4 100 25
1 0.020 1 5/8 3/4 50 50
y
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PRECEDING
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Previous work (Ref. 1) had indicated that a relationship appeared to exist
between the damping factor of the adhesive and the bond strength 
and that
this relationship affected the vibrational spectrum of an adhesively bonded
honeycomb panel. A comprehensive mathematical analysis of the vibrational
response of a honeycomb panel was undertaken to obtain a reliable understanding
of the interactions of the elastic properties of the components of honeycomb
panel, the viscoelastic properties of the adhesive whose dnipiiig component
was considered the main strength dependent variable, and the vatbrational
response spectrum. Two models appeared to be amenable for analysis. The
first model was a honeycomb-type structure, in which the variables relating
to the component parts, such as facing sheet, bond, and core, are" progressively
made more complex to approach the real structure. The second model was one
in which the core was substituted by a continuum representing the core prop-
ernes and the adhesive was assumed to act evenly over its surface instead. of
at the nod.e points of the core only. An examination of previous results
indicated that the vibrational spectrum, ^i,qhich was related to bond strength,
appeared to be a, function of vibrations of the entire panel rather than
vibrations of individual cells, at least for cases where the cel.1, size is very
much smaller than either the transducer size or the - ,panel. size. As this case
was considered the most prevalent and an analysis would be able to provide
the desired response data in one step, the second. model was selected for the
analysis. The detailed mathematical analysis is included in Appendix B and
the following discussion summarizes the method and results,
In this model the core is represented by a continuum with the mechanical
properties of the real core. The model analyzed is shown in figure 2. The
panel is assumed to be simply supported around the edges, without any
restraints. The panel dimensions are a x b, the loading area of the applied
oscillating (time dependent) pressure q is P x 0. The origin of the coordi-
nates x, y, and z is taken at the mid-plane of the panel. The components of
the displacement vector in the principal coordinates are u, v, and w.
If the viscoelastic, properties of the adhesive are assumed to be
independent of the magnitude of stress, then the loading of the plate can
be split into a symmetric and an antisymmetric mode of loading, whose sum
is equal to the original loading and the total panel response can be obtained
by superposition. Figure 3 illustrates the equivalent loadings used. in this
analysis. The original loading represents the actual. applied forcing func-
tion, which, in this analysis, is assumed to be applied to one face of the
sandwich only.
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The adhesive bond, which is viscoelastic in iiaturep . J' S expoctod to iq
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the following;
	 rolationship for tho viscoclastic materiLal is
obtainod:
0-0	
0
Where E^ is a complex modulus. Similar relations can be obtained for shear.
Those complex moduli can be oypressed approximately in terms of a function
of Q*, the damping factor, hypothetically related to bond strength,
(T
O 
= C 0 E O, (i w )
To 
= Ye C
IV. (i W )
	
w	 (1 + ia* w)
	U w	 (I + ia"
'^ T)
With these stress/strain relationships and a Rnowledge of the elastic
constants and geometry of the panels it is possible to draw Lip equations for
the deflection and hence the vibrational behavior of the panel illustrated-
in figure 3. Consider figure 4 indicating a portion of the -Danel deflecting
und.er
 a load. Moments in the x and y direction are set up in addition to
the tensile loads. The equations of moments for the panel are summarized
below:
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Figure 4	 Components of Shear Deformation of the panel
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ROTARY NIONTENIT I= fiftf 11/1",
NIASS M = i ') Pf-tf + IPBtB + Pctc
(P w mass density)
Three equations are obtained, two for bending in the x and y directions
and one for the tensile deflection normal to the original surface. In the
first two equations the factor 1) denotes the angular deflections. Tn simple
plate theory the assumption is made that plane sections remain plane. This
assumption is no longer justified when honeycomb is bent and the deflections
I.-ecome somewhat more complex, as indicatted in -figure 4. Now, since driving
force mass, moments and deflections are known, the resonant frequency can
be calculated from the :Fundamental relationship.
W 2	
M2 
x Aceleratlon
r	 2 D isplacement
it
where m is a mode number. The steps in the calculation allow not only the
determination of the resonant frequencies, but also that of ma ximum deflec-
tions at resonant node points and the shape of the frequency spectrum,
including the half band width. The actual resulting equations are complex
but can be summarized as follows:
SMETRIC
W r kpt)f,c,B	 ("f Gc	 a
ANTISYMMETRIC
nW f 	 f	 0r	 f [(Pt)f	 (V	 Ef E h^,cB	 c	 a
HALF '-BANDWIDTH	 r	 f (W	 a*)
A	 f [(t)	 (E	 E,)B	
m	 n
C	 B)	 a*q
The elastic property determination was developed to include the contribu-
tion of the rotary inertia effects of the honeycomb core and. adhesive as
related to the face sheet material.
	 The rotary inertia effect for thicker
ot
^^	 L
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core and adhesive materials approach that of the face sheets, and a more
general formulation of the symmetric sandwich response equations was obtained.
Tn the actual honeycomb two symmetric resonant frequencies are obtained,
because the values of G c in the x and y direction differ. Therefore a
total of three resonant frequencies (two symmetric and one antisymmotric)
exist. Note that, as an approximation, the resonant frequency is not
dependent on the damping function a*, but only on the dimensions a and b,
the mass densities of the structure materials, the moduli. of the core and
facing sheet and the Poisson ratio of the facing sheet material. However',
both the amplitude of deflection at resonant peaks a and the half-band-
width r are dependent on the damping function of the core material. Some
examples for Saturn honeycomb materials are shown in figure 5 where the
resonant frequencies of a 1-inch panel for various core, bond line, and
facing sheet thicknesses and core and facing sheet moduli expressed as
functions of o) p (ox and &)a. Amplitude/driving force x damping factor ratios
calculated are shown in t-igore 6. The internal friction measurements on
the IIT-424 adhesive showed the adhesive damping (or 0) value to be approxi-
mately 7.6 x 10-2 for properly bonded material and 4.4 , x 1.0- 2 for degraded
strength material. Those values were used to calculate A/0 in the :figure
giving a required driving force (Q) of approximately 0.1 'to I psi. (689 to
6895 newtons/meter 2) . This defined both the driving force and the deflection
sensitivity requirements for developing a bond strength measuring system.
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SYSM I DEVELOINENT
The mathematical analysis showed that a method of measuring the cohesive
bond strength of an adhesive composite should determine either the resonance
response amplitude or half-bandwidth and that measurement must be performed,
under controlled structure geometry conditions including boundaries, suppqrts,
transducer contact, etc,, as well as controlled frequency, temperature and
driving force parameters. Using the mathematical model, typical driving
force levels were required in the order of 0,1 to I psi (689.5 to 6895 newtons/
meter2 producing deflections of the order of one to 10 micro-inches (0.025 to
0.25 x 10- •  meter) for the Saturn type honeycomb composites. The -frequency
test range calculation was based on the boundary conditions established by
the size of the honeycomb cells. The high frequency response was approxi-
mately 100 IdIz for a 3/16-inch (4.7 x 10-3 motor) cell and 3. RIJz for a
3/4-inch (0,019 meter) cell. The number of cells affected by the degraded
adhesive determined the low frequency response, Therefore, the frequency
Tange was defined for this investigation was from several cycles to above
100 kIIz. Further, since resonance and vibration analysis methods were used
to determine the elastic properties, absolute measurements were complicated
by the fact that contact type transducer measuring techniques cause response
deviations from the standard and change the nodal patterns within a structure
and the actual response may be obscured. Therefore, pseudoboundary condi-
tions due to transducer fixturing and structure support required exacting
analysis and control. A systematic NDT system development plan was evolved
to (a) determine the fundamental and harmonic vibration responses and modes
of the hone/comb composites under ambient conditions and as a function of
temperature, (b) correlate the vibrational responses between composite speci-
mens of varying cohesive bond strength, (c) determine the effect of varying
facesheet thickness on -response magnitude over the test frequency Tango,
(d) optimize and characterize the excitation.-detection measuring system
(e) and to develop a bond strength measuring system.
The DOT system developed previously (ref, 1) employed a transducer with
coaxially mounted electromagnetic driver acid displacement sensor capable of
differentiating between the vibrational responses of widely differing bond
strength honeycomb composites. Therefore-, the preliminary investigation was
directed toward evaluation and adaption of the DOT system both for li mple-
montation and veritication of the mathematical analysis and for a compre-
hensive evaluation of the damping effect of the composite variables., Other
forms of excitation were considered, and a high-energy, high-frequency, air
pulse generation system was developed and evaluated. The air pulser utilized
a Laval nozzle to produce supersonic airflow which was chopped at varying
rates to produce a 0- to 20-kHz excitation source.
F_
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DISPLACENIEN'r ORIENTED TRANSDUCER (DOT) SYSTBI
The Displacement Oriented Transducer (DOT) System is basically a
vibration analysis method capable of producing high level, automatically
variable frequency excitation forces in a metallic structure and detecting
microinch displacements and providing response recordings. The simplified
block diagram shown in figure 7 illustrates the major components and func-
tional operation. The excitation circuit is composed of an automatic swept
frequency source and power amplifier driving an electromagnetic transducer.
Excitation levels are available up to 15 ampeias at 30 volts over the 10 liz
to 20 kliz frequency range. An operational amplifier is used to compare the
input sine wave signal with a feedback signal proportional to the transducer
current to correct for coil impedance changes and ensure constant current
drive over the operating frequency range. The driver transducer can produce
force levels of approximately 8 psi (55,000 newtons/meter 2) in the aluminum
facesheet materials at the high excitation levels. The vibration response
detection system was developed using a commercial fiber-optic displacement
instrument 
with 
a displacement sensitivity of 5 microinch./mv over a dc. to
40-kHz frequency range. The fiber-optic probe was accurately positioned
coaxially in the excitation transducer. The displacement instrument was
modified to provide an amplified and demodulated ac output proportional to
the measured dynamic displacement amplitude. The displacement signals were
monitored directly on a cathode ray spectrum analyzer and/or plotted on an
x-y recorder as a function of the excitation frequency. This system provided
an automatic recording of the dynamic frequency response of the structure.
Other system components included an auxiliary heater-controller system, temp-
erature recorders and indicators, and a digital frequency counter.
The DOT system is calibrated by response measurements on composite.
materials of known strength properties in terms of deviation from a norm
using either a resonance response amplitude, frequency, or half-bandwidth
measurements. The DOT transducer is operated either noncontact or supported
on the composite with varying sized rings or three point contacts, The com-
posite was swept frequency driven at selected excitation leve15 until a signi-
ficant response was indicated. Particular frequency resonances related to the
geometry effects of the test system are ascertained and only these resonances
associated with the damping of the composite were measured.
F
4
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Experimental Verification of the Mathematical Analysis
Experimental verification of the mathematical model was sought in terms
of the calculated frequency response peaks and vibratory modes for the
Saturn type honeycomb composites. The analysis indicated that the resonant
frequency of a honeycomb composite panel is a function of the elastic
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component of the properties of the adhesive, The half-bandwidth of the
resonance peak is directly proportional to the viscous component of the
adhesive properties, and the maximum panel response at resonance is inversely
proportional to the viscous properties. For a given mode shape, there are
tivo symmetric resonant frequencies and one antis)ninetric frequency, provided
that the material is considered isotropic in the x and y direction.
An exact comparison was not possible since the DOT transducer did contact
and therefore load the composite. The driver housing consisted, in this case,
of an approximate 1 pound (4.4 newtons) mass resting on a circular edge
2.5 inch (0.635 meter) diameter, placed directly on the face sheet. At long
excitation wavelengths as compared to the transducer size, the effective
mass of the face sheet was increased by the transducer mass, and the measured
displacement was dependent on the curvature of the panel rather than on the
total displacement. At wavelengths shorter than the transducer
.
, the edge acted
as an imperfect clamp through which the vibrational energy leaked away
(probably in a shear wave mode), broadening the resonances and decreasing
peak amplitude.
Despite the effect of transducer loading, the model correctly predicted
the location of those resonances which correspond to wavelengths shorter than
the transducer size. A comparison between the calculated and measured
response is illustrated in figure 8. The two resonances observed at 9 and
11 kFIz correspond to simple bending modes of the panel with half-wavelengths
equal to the transducer diameter. That there are two such resonances at this
approximate wavelength is a result of the geometry of the hexagonal honeycomb
core, which gives a higher shear modulus to the core for motion parallel to
the	 walls than for motJon perpendicular to the cell walls. The other
resoi'., .^ok, ,es of the panel at or near this wavelength can be shown to fall well
outside the range of measurement; the antisymmetric mode resonance, for
instance, occurs at 5 kHz.
The measured resonance frequencies fSL in this test were simplyI
expressed in terms of an average core shear modulus Gc:
2	 1	
JjG I c
f SL	
8d2	 Pft f
where d is the transducer diameter, H is the panel thickness, and pf and
tf are the density and thickness of the face sheet, respectively. From the
measurement, one deduces a value for G I C of about 17,000 psi
(1.17 x 106 newtons/meter 2 ) which is in agreement with direct mechanical
measurements on similar panels and the average between the shear modulus
reported by Hexcel Products of 22,500 psi (1.55 x 1 06 newtons/meter2)
("L" direction) and 11,300 psi (0.78 x 106 newtons/meter 2 ) W' direction).
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The resonance widths calculated for this case, assuming no energy loss
at the transducer edges, are orders of magnitude smaller than the observed
widths; consequently, the energy leakage tended to dominate the damping in
the adhesive.
A determination of the nature and magnitude of the vibrative modes was
accomplished by first measuring the vibration nodes generated in the face
sheets of the composite and secondly measuring the relative phase vibration
between the two surfaces. The mathematical analysis predicted that the two
closely connected resonance peaks produced by shearing mode deformation
would be symmetric and that a second symmetric and antis)ninetric mode
occurred at a higher frequency. The tests were conducted at ambient temper-
ature and a constant transducer coil current of 5 amperes. The driver
P	 transducer was positioned in the center of the specimen and the displacement
probe was positioned at various locations through the use of a microscope
stand. A frequency scan was made from 1 to 7 kHz and the resonant frequency
peaks were recorded. Using the frequency values of the resonant peaks to
excite the transducer coil, the vibration waveshapes or nodes produced in the
panel face sheet were then determined by moving the displacement probe outward
from the center of the transducer in 1/2-inch increments and recording the
amplitude of the wave at each point. This procedure was repeated in four
directions, 90 degrees apart. The response data for three resonant fre-
quencies were plotted and showed well defined nodal patterns originating
from the center of the composite and attenuating exponentially to the edges
of the composite. Next, with the excitation transducer supported on the top
face sheet, the relative displacement of top and bottom face sheet was mea-
sured using two displacement probes mechanically scanned over the surfaces.
The displacement frequency data for the 100 Hz to 2.5 kHz frequency range
indicated- that all measurable response peaks for both face sheets were in
phase indicating symmetric response. A calculation of the acoustic velocity
in these panels using the test frequency of 600 Hz and the panel length as
one-half wavelength gave a value of 1.4 cm/sec x 104. Comparative vibration
phase measurements between the two face sheets were not possible above 2.5 kHz
due to the minimal displacement '.,vels produced at the lower facesheet due in
part to the attenuation of the hKP honeycomb core and in part to air damping
on the specimen surface. However, it was concluded that significant response
data was obtainable at test freque),icies to adequately describe the vibrational
modes of the composite materials as well as measure significant differences
in damping between composites of differing cohesive bond strengths.
The vibrational response of the composites at low frequencies (100 to
800 Hz) was shown to be a function of the boundary conditions of the
specimens. Ideally, the tests should have been conducted on specimens
sufficiently large to effect an infinite boundary condition. However, edge
damping was achieved by using small specimens with clamps to provide complete
vibration attenuation.
M ,,
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These two conditions are shown graphically below:
TRANSDUCER DIAMETER
r. K^
INFINITE	 CLAMPED
I
The honeycomb composites were also successfully tested without restrain-
ing clamps by freely supporting the bottom face sheet at three points with
approximately 1/4 square inch (4.03 x 10-5 meter2) contact area. In all vibra-
tion response measurements, the effect of variations in clamping, support,
and transducer contact was evaluated. In general, the frequency response
peaks occurring below 0.8 kHz were affected by these variables. Recurrent
response peaks at approximately 1.3, 1,9 and 2.5 kHz were judged to be
characteristic of the composite damping properties exclusive of the effects
from geometry variations. However, the lower frequency peaks were considered
equally representative of the composite damping properties as long as the
geometry variables were carefully controlled.
Honeycomb core has two shear modulus values for the two core web direc-
tions. The effect of these two values was seen in the mathematical analysis
to produce two different response frequencies. It was noted during the mode
vibration tests that the low frequency response peaks shifted slightly
depending on whether the clamps were in the 1 1" or 111V core web direction.
A vibrational, response test was conducted to determine the effect of
transducer orientation with respect to the web direction. The transducer
was supported on the panel with spacers ali gned in various W-W and L-L web
directions. It was seen that comparatively little effect is noted in either
frequency (+10 Hz) or amplitude (+1 mv) variations and the transducer
orientation is not considered a significant variable.
The effect of supporting the specimen in the various core web directions
was also evaluated and showed in general similar minor frequency and ampli-
tude variations, although at low frequencies the response waveshape tended to
divide into two peaks of comparable amplitude when the support was changed
from the major web direction.
The mathematical analysis showed that at resonance the amplitude of
vibration of the honeycomb composite is proportional to the driving stress
32
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and inversely proportional to the total damping. The adhesive damping was
considered the primary contributor in comparison with the estimated damping
of the heal; resistant phenolic impregnated fiber glass core and the
2014-T6 alalinum facesheet material. Therefore, the vibration amplitude was
expressed as
A = KF/6
.4 M
I
where K is a proportionality constant, F is the excitation force and 6 is the
damping factor. For the electromagnetic type DOT transducer,
F = M Q 
where N1 is the magnetic moment and H is the magnetic flux field,
M = iin - A, and iin = i p N
where iin i s the current induced into the facesheet, ip is the primary coil
current, N is the number of coil turns, and A is the coil area. Hence, the
magnetic moment is
M	 NAi 
p	
NAio cos W t
where io is the peak amplitude in the primary coil.
7 H 	 dH/dx ,
and in this transducer
2 7T ip 	 2 T Nio
H
10	 10
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tTherefore,
I	 N2A2u	 2	 2F	 Qmn
	 to 
10 Cos W t
N 
2A2Tr	 2
10 
/ io / (cos 2 wt- - --)
I	 .
K io2
Substituting this relationship for force in the original equation gives
amplitude as
A	 Kio 2/6
Therefore, the damping factor may be determined from vibration resonance
measurements by either a direct measurement of the peak amplitude response
by plotting A vs i0 2 yielding the slope of the line (s) is equal to K/6 or
5 a I/S. Further, it has been shown that
Al	 Fl	 62	 82.
A2	61	 F2	 81
since the force is maintained the same for both measurements.
The absolute peak amplitude is applicable where successive measurements
are performed on specimens of very similar geometry. The second method of
plotting amplitude vs driving current permits normalization between speci-
mens of similar geometry and is the more accurate method. Theoretically,
this method is applicable to any material configuration. In particular,
this method is uniquely applicable for the Sa:tijrn type composites where
variations occur in 'both the honeycomb core and facesheet thicknesses.
Furthermore, the experimental evidence o*Ltained testing two series of bond
strength specimens showed that the amplitude vs i 0 2 plots were indeed
straight lines, verifying the above equations and method of determining the
adhesive damping properties.
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Bond Strength Measurements at Elevated Temperatures
The mathematical analysis showed that the resonant vibrational amplitude
of a honeycomb composite is characteristic of the quality of the adhesive bond
strength and that the damping properties of the adhesive were considered
significantly predominant in a vibration type test when compared to the
damping contributions of, the phenolic honeycomb core or aluminum facesheet
materials. Tensile test data on specimens made from Bloomingdale I-IT-424
adhesive subjected to preaging or undercure temperature conditions showed a
degradation in cohesive bond strength. Adhesive damping measurements in the
20°C (295°K) to 1.76 °C (4-71'K) temperature range (upper plot, figure 9) showed
a definite relationship between damping and test temperature as a function of
the adhesive cure temperature and in turn to the cohesive bond strength.
From this relationship it was hypothesized that the vibration peak amplitude
of the adhesive bonded composites should be related to temperature as shown
in the lower plot in figure 9. The peak response amplitude for a composite
with reduced cohesive strength should diminish at a lower temperature relative
to a properly bonded composite.
Therefore, vibrational response measurements using the DOT sYstem were
carried out at elevated temperatures using two approaches: (1) The entire
specimen and DOT transducer assembly were thermally cycled, and (2) the
specimen was maintained at ambient with the local surface area heated by the
DOT transducer exciter coil by eddy current heating supplemented by an
aux 'liary resistance type heater.i
Oven Vibration Tests
Elevated temperature tests were conducted in a large thermostatically
controlled, forced-convection oven. The specimen under test, the DOT trans-
ducer and the fiber optic sensor were all placed in the oven and a constant
air temperature of *1°C (±l*K) was maintained for each test. The temperature
of the specimens was slightly increased due to the heating effect of the
DOT transducer coil as a function of test frequency and the measurement
period was kept as short as possible to minimize the temperature variation.
All vibration testing at elevated and ambient temperature was conducted with
a constant excitation driving force and the peak frequency response amplitude
was recorded.
Elevated temperature tests included the 20* (295°K) to 90°C (360°K)
temperature range and an evaluation of two series of bond strength test
specimens. One series included four specimens with 0.020 inch
(0.05 x 10-3 meter) facesheets, 4-3/4 inch (0.12 meter) core representing
four levels of bond strength: 100, 50, 25 percent strength produced by
undercure conditions and a severely degraded specimen produced by aging at
260'C (533°K) for 90 hours. The second specimen series had an 0.063 inch
35
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(1.57 x 10" 6 meter) facesheet thickness and represented 100-100 and
100-75 percent bond strengths for the top and bottom adhesive layors
respectively,	 The test conditions included clwitping each specimen on four
sides and supporting the transducer on the top facesheet with two spacers
approximately 0.125 inch (3.17 x 10` 3 meter) thick.
The low-frequency response data for fourteen tests are shown in
figure 10 and in figure 11. It was noted during the test that particular
frequency peaks shifted with temperature and the data. were plotted by
comparing the amplitude of the same frequency peak in each specimen response.
It is evident that the low-frequency response peak amplitude in the 150 to
160 M range increased significantly with increasing temperature as predicted
in the adhesive temperature tests analysis. 	 The amplitude of the degraded
specimen responses was proportionately less than the well-bonded specimen
responses showing significantly higher damping in accord with the adhesive
1. dwiiping-temperature data.
	 It was further evident" that an optimum test
temperature could be selected in the 54 00 (328°K) to WC (344 1 x) range
giving an amplitude test range of 20 to 25 millivolts,
	
Increasing the excit-
ation, current from 5 to 10 amperes increased the amplitude range to approxi
mately 0.1 to 1 0 volt, 	 A comparison: of the expected tame rjerature relationship
3 shown in figure 11. with the general trend in figure 0 shows the predicted:
1., spread in bond strength data for the different specimens; however, the test
data, curves tend to start at the same minimum, value and increase with tempera-
ture.	 The predicted adhesive damping-temperature relationship was confirmed
however, there is also an absolute amplitude change which affected both
specimens that may be due to a damping change contribution of the core.
The high-frequency response data for the same specimen test series is
swninari.zed in figure 12.	 The data were dotted using response frequency
peaks at approximately 1300 Hz. 	 The same bond strength data relationship is
evident with a lower response amplitude for the degraded specimens.	 FT°lae high
frequency data also show that an optimized test temperature condition can be
selected in the 60' to 79°C (334° to 353°K) range, slightly higher than the
low-frequency response data range of 55 0 to 71 0'C	 (328 0 to 3440K).
The overaged degraded specimen response at the higher test temperatures
approximates the response from the well-bonded specimen at higher temperature.
'Ibis was expected based on the earlier adhesive rod damping tests where
negligible damping differences were measured in the overaged condition.
However, the tensile test results on overaged adhesive showed a strength
reduction of approximately 70 percent as compared to a properly cured adhesive.
Further, in analyzing the frequency ,shift as a function of temperature it was
noted that the frequency change of the degraded specimens was significantly
higher than that of the well-bonded specimens * 	The frequency changes for the
four specimens are shown in figure 13 and represent another means of differ-
entiating between good and degraded composites including overaging conditions.'
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IFinally, the specimens were retested with the transducer supported on
the 5-1/4•inch (0.13 meter) diameter ring and with either a 2- or 5-pound
(4.4 to 22 newtons) weight resting on top of the transducer. This test was
intended to show the practicality of a full ring support as opposed to the
spacers and to determine the effect of panel loading by the transducer.
There appeared to be no significant change in frequency peaks or amplitude
using the ring support. The application of the 5-pound (22 newtons) weight
tended to increase the response amplitude slightly without significantly
changing the peak frequency.
The elevated temperature tests performed in tho oven showed conclusively
that the DOT vibration response and analysis method of deteniiining bond
strength was a practical means. This method alone would suffice for testing
composite materials of suitable size or configuration where either the entire
structure or selected areas could be environmentally heated to test 'tempera-
tures, however, the applicabil:tty of this method for complex structures such
as a Saturn vehicle was considered limited. Therefore, the DOT system was
evaluated for one sided heating capability.
DOT Vibration Tests
This evaluation was conducted under laboratory environmental conditions
with the DOT transducer driver employed to heat a local area of the composite
by eddy current effect and supplemented by a guard-type resistance heater
integrally mounted around the DOT periph&ry. The heated area was approximately
6 inches (0.15 meter) in diameter, and tests were conducted at intervals of
10 to 15 minutes allowing temperature stabilization through the area of
*2 0 C (20K).
In considering the transition from tli6 oven tests, a preliminary evalua-
tion showed that cldmping was not necessary for damping measurements above
0.8 Id-1z. Further, the application of heat from only one side of the composite
only reduced the response peak amplitudes by approximately 25 percent, which
still permitted a reasonable simal-to-noise level.
The same sper' -imen series tested in the oven evaluation were retested.
The measurement method included a frequency scan to determine response
frequencies related to the composite properties and unaffected by the speci-
men geometry or support. Vibration response measurements were made at four
or five temperatures after thermal stabilization. The response peak ampli-
tudes were recorded as a function of frequency at 5, 7, 1,0, 12.5,-afia-15
ampere driving coil current.
The peak response amplitude data at 15-ampere drive were plotted as a
function of bond strength as shown in figure 14. The amplitude-stvMgth
relationship is in accord with the previous oven test data anJ shows a
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- Figure 15. DOT Vibration Response Frequency Versus Bond Strength (0.063-Inch	 {
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Sproportionately increasing response amplitude with increasing strength. The
figure 15. shows the response froquency dependence with strength as predicted
and as observed in the oven test data. It was therefore concluded that the
transition from the oven tests to laboratory self-heating conditions was
successful.
It is worthwhile to examine the test results of oven and laboratory DOT
in terms of the damping characteristics determined for the adhesive rods.
According to the adhesive damping characteristics, it was expected that the
vil ,ation amplitude of a high cohesive strength composite at resonance would
be larger than that of a low-strength composite under the same conditions
of stress drive since the amplitude of vibration at resonance is proportional
to the driving force and inversely proportional to the damping. Therefore,
since the adhesive damping was considered to be the dominant contribution to
the total composite damping, the vibration amplitude was expected to decrease
with increasing temperature; at any one temperature, the amplitude of vibra-
tion was expected to increase with increasing bond strength since the damping
characteristics are displaced to higher temperatures with increasing bond
strength. This amplitude increase is based on the fact that the relaxation
time for adhesive deformation increases as the adhesive cure proceeds to
completion. The adhesive damping at lower temperatures is smaller, thereby
minimizing the differences between the vibration amplitudes in the high-
and low-strength composites. In addition, the slope of the resonant frequency
versus temperature plots for the composites was expected to also show the
influence of cohesive bond strength since the adhesive rod-damping charac-
teristics shown were apparently the low-temperature slope of the relaxation
maximum. At the damping, the modulus of the material goes from an unrelaxed
state and is commonly known as the modulus defect typical in all mechanical
relaxation mechanisms. This "defect" always corresponds to a lowering of
the modulus and is superimposed upon the normal temperature dependence of the
resonant frequency. Thus, at a given measurement frequency, this effect
occurs at lower temperatures for the lower strength specimens, and the average
slope of the resonance frequency versus temperature curves should be larger
for the low-strength bonds than for the high-strength bonds. The DOT develop-
merit was premised on the fact that the measurement frequency and temperature
scale were selected so that the maxima in the damping curves occurred at the
higher temperature condition. The test results for the oven and laboratory
DOT tests agree w i th the above analysis and conditions. It was concluded that
the measured response amplitudes of the composites were controlled primarily
by the adhesive, and that a good correlation of nondestructive test and
4.
cohesive bond strength was established for both the damping and resonant
frequency properties. It was a little surprising that t ,.e effects show up	 71
in the resonant frequencies since the adhesive contribution to the modulus
was expected to be small; however, the modulus defect of the adhesive is
apparently large enough to contribute significantly to the measurements.
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The measured response data for one of the properly bonded honeycomb
composite specimens dial not agree with above tests and analysis. Instead of
amplitude curves which increase with bond strength., the curare proportionately
decreased with increasing bond strength. In addition, the slope of the
resonant frequency versus temperature curves was inverted as compared with
the previous data. Both of these observations are consistent with the expected
adhesive relaxation behavior if, for some reason, the adhesive damping char-
acteristic had shifted uniformly to a lower temperature. In this case, the
test measurement temperatures occurred on the upper slope of the damping maxima
rather than the expected lower slope. A check was made of this hypothesis by
comparing the high-frequency response of this specimen with the low-frequency
response of the other specimens since the temperature at which the relaxation
maximum occurs depends on measurement frequency. The results of this com-
parison did show better agreement. It is not precisely known why the adhesive
of this one specimen showed a different damping characteristic since bonding
procedures were supposedly identical, although performed by different labora-
tories. It may be that the activation energies that govern the process are
susceptible to impurity contamination, or other parameters are involved in
the cure cycles. It is most important that the complete kinetics of the
adhesive properties and cure processes be defined.
In summary, the adhesive damping data predicted that the composite
vibrational. response amplitude would decrease with elevated temperatures, and
that the undercured adhesive would show this effect at a lower temperature
than a well-bonded composite. This was deduced from the relaxation character
of the dwiping and the evidence that the undercured adhesive shows a smaller
activation energy. Therefore, the amplitude response test data at a constant
driving stress are consistent with this analysis. At the lower temperature
condition a second damping mechanism appears to become dominant. This source
may be the honeycomb core since the measured damping maxima vary from those
of aluminum or the adhesive. The response data showed good correlatability
with cohesive bond strength and were in general agreement with the predicted
damping theory and adhesive property tests. Therefore, this measurement
approach appeared to be practical, and a test system design was developed.
System Design
The design of the DOT System for bond strength measurements was developed
over an approximate two year period and was based on design criteria estab-
lished through the mathematical analysis and empirical studies on Saturn type`
honeycomb composites A complete description of the DOT System is presented 	 t
in a separate report titled "Instruction and Maintenance Manual for the
DOT Bond Strength Instrument." The following discussion deals with the basis
for design and the comparative evaluation and optimization of the system.
A-block diagram of the DOT System is shown in figure 16. Design considera-
tions necessarily included the entire operating system, however, for
simplicity the excitation and displacement circuits, transducer, and heating
methods are described separately. The laboratory model of the DOT System is
shown in figure 17
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1Figure 17. Photograph of the NR DOT Bond Strength Tester
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E-xcitatlon Circuit
The design criteria for the excitation circuit included a constant
driving stress over a frequency range of 20 11 z" to 100 k11z, The required
driving force level was approximately 0.1 to I psi (0.09 to 6.9
2) to produce a measurable facesheet de-x 103 newtons/meter
	
flection in the
Saturn composite material. The initial experiments used the Bruel ^ I'Jaer
Beat Frequency Oscillator and Audio Frequency Spectrometer, Type 1014 for
a variable frequency source. The M oscillator had several disadvantages
for the composite vibration analysis namely, nonlinear swept frequency
ranges, no intermediate sweep capability for selected portions  of a range,
and response record interruption due to the automatically switched octave
filters. Use of the H.P. Punction Generator Model 3300A in conjunction
with the Sweep/Offset Plug in Model 3304A overcame these disadvantages as
well as providing an adjustable automatic swept -frequency and an output
voltage proportional to the test frequency for recording composite response
amplitudes. The H.P. generator also provides dual output channels permitting
one channel to he monitored with a digital frequency counter for precise
determination of peak response frequencies.
The low level sine wave signal from the generator was initially fed to
a 70 watt power amplifier and in turn to the driver coil. However, the
variation of coil inductance with frequency caused wide variations in driver
current and induced driving stress. A constant current, power amplifier was
developed giving a constant current drive from 1 to 15 amperes at 30 volts
over a 20 Hz to 20 Idiz frequency range. The amplifier system used an inte-
grated circuitoperational amplifier, to compare the input signal from the
generator with a feedback signal f'rom the driver coil. proportional to the
driving current. The operational amplifier corrects the , input signal level
to the transistorized power amplifier stages.
The DOT driver consists of a 25-turn coil mounted in a ferrite cup core.
The coil is cemented in position to prevent coil movement under high level
excitation. The cup core assembly was supported in an aluminum housing with
provisions for adjusting the gap between the core and the composite facesheet.
Previous evaluation had shown the DOT driver produced a relatively constant
I-A	 b^l ; t- C1.1 nA 4n r-6 4At:'1A 
throwryl fl-14n aluminum sheet materials
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The experimental evaluation of the complete excitation circuit demon,-
$trated compliance with the basic design requirements. The measured honey-
comb composite responses rarely exceeded 10 kHz and the upper frequency
requirement of 100 kHz was 'reduced to approximately 20 kliz.
HI
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Detection Circuit
The design criteria for the detection circuit was basically the
measurement of local facesheet displacements one to 10 micro inches (0.025 to
Pf
0.25 x 10 -a meter) over a frequency range of 20 11z to 20 RtIzo
The evaluation of detection transducers covered a variety of types and
is swmnarized in table 11. Notably missing from the table are deflection or
displacement measuring techniques that require mechanical contact with the
specimen as in the case of potentiometric or variable reluctance transducers,
These types and others were evaluated but were not considered practical
because of the contact feature and the generally lower frequency response
characteristics. 'llie light, or photo-optical, transducers were also con-
sidered relatively undesirable due to the anticipated reflectivity differences
in the vehicular facesheet surfaces. Various forms of inductance or capaci-
tance transducers appeared more directly applicable in terms of sensitivity
and frequency response. Selected displacement instruments and transducers
were tested with the I  driver including the piezoelectric typeB&K Instruct
ment Model 4135/6 transducer, capacitance type Photocon Research Prox3*jn.*Lty
Gage Including the Model DC500 Dynagage and PT-6 transducer, inductance type
Bently-Nevada Model 3006 tran3ducer, acoustic type Electrovoice microphone,
and a light optic MT1 Fotonic Model IM- 38 displacement meter system. The light
optic type NITI Fotonic, system was finally selected based on reliability and
ease of adjustment. The anticipated problem associated with variations in
the surface reflectivity proved compensatable using the provided meter adjust-
ment during nonscanning test measurements. This condition was diminished by
a light polishing of the local facesheet area under the transducer to remove
any residue or severe oxidation.
The sensitivity of the Fotonic unit is approximately 5 microinch/
millivolt (P-P) (1.27 x 10-7 meter/millivolt) and normal vibration response
displacement data was measured in the 10 to 50 microinch (0.25 to
1.27 x 10-6 meter) range.
The Fotonic Model KD-38 fiber op'-'-ic sensor-meter consisted of a module
containing the light source, photocell detector and meter, and fiber optic
bundle probe approximately 0.1 inch (2.54 x 10-3 meter) diameter. The standard
probe includes 600 fibers approximately 0.003 inch (7.62 x 10- 5 meter) in dia-
meter and uses half of the fibers for transmitting and half for receiving
the light. Detection is accomplished through the use of a planar photodiode
which zenerates a current output as a function of the light intensity carried
into it by the receiving branch of the fiber optics bundle which varies as a
function of the face sheet reflectivity due to displacement. The Fotonic
displacement system read static displacement amplitude. In order to convert
the instrument to read dynamic displacement an ac, amplifier demodulator
circuit was developed. 	 basic circuit was mo%-,'A,'.fied by adding an
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Type
Fred.
Mange
(IQ.Cz) Sensitivity
Prove
S1LQ
D a.
.n.
Supplier
e, Model
Inductance 0-100 0-0.025 in. 0,375 Kaman Corp.
Type 2
Inductance 0-25 0-0,01 in, 0.180 Bently-Nevada Corp.
3000 Series
Inductance 0-3 200 14in. 0.650 Scliaevitz ling.
IIA'm9-1-33
Capacitance 0-20 100 [,in. 213 Reliance Inst.
Model, 417
Capacitance - 0
-10 0.51.kin. 0.250 Plectro-Autosizing
Corp. Type-RAM
Capac i tance 0-10 0.0.01 [An. 0.03 Wayne Kerr
UNI-1000B
Capacitance 0-20 ±0.5 ►i;in. 0.250 Photocon
PT-6
Piezoelectric 0-10 -0.001 in. 0. 74 Columbia Researcli
Corp. Model P308
Piezoelectric 0- 100 0.001 in. 0.250 B&K Inst.
Model 4135/6
Light 0-2 —0.010 in. 6.0 Power Inst. Inc.
Model: 832
Light 0-1 39 fain. 0.30 Scliencic
Type WAS
Light 0-0.02 +0.0025 in. 0.109 MTI-Instruments
Fotonic Sensor KD-38
s.
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TABLE II
SURVEY OF C,ONNERCIAI. VIBRATION' DUTI.CI°OWS
emitter follower circuit consisting of a 2N2959 transistor, .l.OK resistor
and diode SD-8, to lower the output impedance for approximately 4000 owns to
a value more suitable for driving other high impedance loads. '114o operational
amplifiers and associated Circuitry were added to demodulate signals from the
potonic sensor unit providing a do signal suitable for an X-Y recorder.
The signal from the emitter follower circuit (2N2929 and associated
circuitry) which is, the signal produced by amplitude variation on the honey-
comb panels, is picked up by Fotonic probe and :Ted through a capacitor and
a resistor combination to the first operational amplifier, which is connected
as a straight ac amplifier, The feedback network consists of a 10 K :fixed
resistor and a 500K variable resistor that sere ,ed as a gain control for the
output, This resistance was held low to obtain better stability, with a
sacrifice of total. gain. Tho amplified ac signal is fed from the output of
the first operational: amplifier through a capacitor and resistor combination
to the input of a precision rectifier stage consisting of a second operational
amplifier. circuit. This circuit has a linear do output which is proportional
to the amplified ac: signal input. The purpose of using a precision rectifier
circuit was to offset the nonlinear characteristics of the diode used in
normal. rectification. The output of the precision rectifier, a low impedance
signal, is fed to the demodulated ac output jack, which is normally connected
to the K-Y recorder. This output also feeds the ureter selector swatch, which
selects either the surface compensation voltage, for setting up the probe or
the demodulated ac output used to determine the displacement amplitude mea-
sured on the honeycomb panel.. The displacement data is normally recorded as
a. function of excitation frequency but may also be measured over a specific
frequency band with either a peak reading voltmeter or spectum analyzer. A
digital frequency counter may be used to exactly determine frequency peaks.
The fiber - optic probe is approximately three inches (7.62 x 10-2 meters)
long with a three foot (0.91 meter) fiber -bundle to the Fotonic meter module.
Commercial probes are also available in 6 foot (1
.
.83 meter) , lengths, The
probe must be positioned vertically during calibration and operation. For
calibration, the probe is positioned in contact with the :i:acesheet surface
for zeroing and moved away, maintaining perpendicularity with the surface, to
a maximum reading adjusted for surface reflectivity. The probe is adjusted
for midscale operation at approximately 0.004 inch (0.1 x 10"3 meter) spacing
for operation in the linear portion of the displacement measuring range. An
adjustment fixture for accurately positioning the probe was developed and
incorporated into the DOT transducer housing. The fixture incorporated a
Scherr-Tunico Model. 1-21 inside micrometer caliper attached to a base with
1	 .,,.,L,1	 1... 1 a=..^11.^r7 -r, nn.nrv.4 nra In^U '1-1^r^ •^^^ovv r^+n}^n 1^aw.e}^r ro-rM4+ 4nIT
high resolution adjustment while maintaining precise probe alignment
(figure 18) .
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DOT Transducer Holder and I [eater
The Wl' driver coil and displacementprol ,e were cotaxially mounted in an
aluminum housing approximately 4 1/2 inch (0,11 meter) difameter and 3/4 inch
(1.9 x 10- 2 meter) thick. The housing was supported by one of three different
ring or spacer places fitted in circular grooves, The effective wavelength of
the transducer was adjustable over a limited frequency range by selection of
the appropriate ring or spacer size. An auxiliary heater was mounted in a
circular ring and attached to the circumference of the DOT transducer holder
to 'reduce the temperature gradient under the transducer during self-heat
temperature tests. The heater is a resistance type, helically wound, and
cemented in place with Sauerelsin High Temperature Cement, Temperature
control was achieved with a thermistor controller and monitoring thermocouples.
F^
I
Heating and Control Circuit
The adhesive damping tests and elevated
sho ►ed a definite need for test temperatures
373°K) range. The DOT driver coil, in addit
tromagnetic driver, proved to be a practical
facesheet and in turn the adhesive layers.
temperature composite tests
in the 65 to 100°C (338 to
ion to being an effective elec-
means of heating the aluminum
Self-heating evaluation tests conducted on the honeycomb composite
specimens with 0.063 inch (1.6 x 10 meter)thick facesheets showed that an
excitation frequency of I to 2 kFIz, the adhesive temperature beneath the
transducer could be stabilized to approximately 50 to 70°C (323 to 343°K) in
15 minutes. It should be noted that the adhesive temperature is 1°C (I*K) of
the facesheet surface temperature after approximately 3 minutes of heat
application. After stabilization the temperature gradient measured at the
adhesive varied from approximately ll'C (11°K) at 1.5 inches from the center
to 17°C (17*K) at a 3 inch distance. The gradient was considered excessive
for the bond strength measurements and a design criteria of +2°C (+2°K)
temperature gradient for a 5 inch (0.13 meter) diameter was established. An
auxiliary heater was added to the transducer (figure 18) and with the use of
a thermistor temperature controller the gradient was reduced to less than
+1°C (+1 0K). The controller provides an OFF-ON control input to an
adjustable voltage source.
Internal Friction Measurement5
The difference of internal, friction between two honeycomb panels was
determined at high frequencies using the DOT transducer to measure the
fundamental and second harmonic frequencies at 38.0, 48.9 p 54.4 0 60.0 1 65.6
53
and 71.1'C (310, 322. 1 328 1 332 j 336 and 34-2 0K), test temperatures. The
internal 1'riction, expressed in terms of logarithmic decrement, was
calculated by the following equation,
I 
nAf
f V1_3
where
logarithmic decrement
of difference of frequenciles at ont)-hCalf peak amplitude
f = resonance frequency
Two composite specimens were evaluated that had cohesive fracture strength
values of 86 and 610 psi (0,58 to 4.2 x 106 newtons/meter 2), The Wr trans-
ducer was positioned over each panel at two locations and the test data were
average. The low frequency (10 Hz, to J kHz) response data showed a distri-
bution of measured internal friction data was generally grouped into three
frequency ranges of 200-300, 550-650, and 850-950 Hz and showed a significant
difference between the specimens as a funct.4,on of test temperature at 26.6,
54,41 C and 60.0 (300 t 328 and 3320K).
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The internal friction at 26.6°C (300'K) and from 200 to 300 Hz is
greater than 0.2 for the well bonded specimen, and less than 0.2 for the
degraded specimen. At 60.0°C (322°K) and 550-650 Fiz, the internal friction
of the degraded specimen varies between 0.2 and 0.25 and the resonances of
the well-bonded specimen fall outside this frequency range. This condition
also occurs at 48.8 and 54.4°C (322 and 328°K) with a slight increase in the
internal friction values (0.15 to 0.25) for the degraded specimen. However,
at 54.4°C (328'K), both of the specimens show resonances in the 850 to
950 Hz range but the internal friction of the degraded specimen is less than
0.05 while the well-bonded specimen data are greater than 0.12.
The reason for the reversal of the internal friction value relationship
was not apparent, but may be due to the result of operating on both sides of
the characteristically bell-shaped internal friction response curve.
When the internal friction at the fundamental frequency of the composite
is compared as shown in table III, the optimum results are obtained at
60.0°C (3220K),
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Temperature,
co
Properly Bonded
;L°	 A
Degraded
r	 A
26.6 458 0.1228 1.5 520 0,1493 2.0
(300°K) 494 0,0570 20 525 0.1828 1.8
48.9 461 0.1137 1.5 477 0.2055 1.0
(322°K) 463 0.0977 1.2 509 0.0745 1.0
482 0.0599 1.2
487 0.0557 1.0
54.4 455 0.1035 1.0 459 0.2170 1.0
(328°K) 463 0.1096 1.8 472 1.1149 1.2
487 0.0553 2.0
60,0 455 0.1072 1.0 455 0.1552 1.0
(332 0 K) 467 0.11,62 1.3 464 0.2035 1.0
484 0.0748 1.5
492 0.0735 2.0
65.6 443 0.1552 1.5 450 0.0643 1.0'
(336°K) 462 0.0626 1.5 497 0,0910 1.0
487 0.0892 2,0
494 0.0843 2.5
71.1 447 0.0849 1.1 - - -
(342°K) 489 0.0814 2.0
,
`I'ABIA III
LOGA I'MIC DECOREN1ENT AT FUNUANWA.L FREQUENCY
fFrequeng, Hz '	Logarithmic Decrement
455	 0.1072
456	 0.1162
455	 011552
464	 0.2035
610 psi (well-bonded)
86 psi (degraded bond)
.4 n
It can be tentatively concluded that composite specimens of varying bond
strength may be identified by measuring the internal friction at a proper
temperature and a proper frequency range. At some temperature and frequency
ranges the internal friction of one specimen can be quite different from that
of the other or below the measurement level. Figure 19 shows that at 60,0'
(313M) in the frequency range 550 to 650 Hz the resonance (second) harmonic
does not occur in the well bonded specimen, while the internal friction in
the degraded specimen varies between 0.2 and 0.25, Therefore, these two
specimens can be identified.
The internal friction was also determined in the 1 to 10 Id1z frequency
range at 38 and 54.4'C (310 and 328'K). The majority of, resonant peaks
observed on the spectrum analyzer CRT display were asso(-..ated with the second
harmonic frequency, The variation of internal friction with second, harmonic
frequency at the two temperatures was analyzed and the data points fell
roughly into four frequency ranges: 2-3, 5-6, 7,5-8.5 and 9.5-10.5 Idiz.
adi ng to the data scatter, a specific value for internal friction could not
be determined to uniquely define either composite specimen in the first
three frequency ranges. There was only one data point in the 9.5-10.5 kl•z
frequency range for the well-bonded specimen at 38°C and one data point for
the degraded specimen at 54.4°C (328 1K). This observation indicates that
damping of the two specimens at a giventemperature could differ appreciably
1.%	 4 
A
1,	 4. A	 4	 4-1,	 4- 4- 4	 C	 4 A I	 A
V	 a U
a4.	
4MU_
,
 CL V" requency range U	 an
5.3 kliz.
The results of the high frequency internal friction measurements was
analyzed. A detailed examination and analysis of the data points within
each 1 Wz range showed the following observations:
1. 1-2 kl-lz - The internal friction based on fundamental frequency
was measurable at all test temperatures, but was not correlatable
with bond strength. The internal friction values based on second
harmonic frequency data appear only at 38.0 and 48.9' (310 and
3220K).
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2. 2-3) Id-1z - At about 2. 5 W 1z the internal frIction values for the
second harmonic frequency of the well-bonded panel roughly equal
those of the degraded panel at 38.0*C (310*K) However, the latter
disappears as the test temperature increases. Although the internal
friction of the furmer changes with temperature, the second harmonic
frequency varies only between 2.4 and 2.6
3-4 Id IM- No internal friction data were mea.'Wrod, for the fundamental
frequency above 3 Idiz, Between 3.4 and 3.5 Wlz the internal friction
values for the second harmonic frequency for both panels were approx-
imately equal at 38.0 ) 48 ► 9 ) 00.0 or 60.6 0C (310, 322, 352 or 3531K).
However, at 54.4 °C, (328°K) the internal friction of the well-bonded
palial was 80 percent higher than that of the degraded panel.
4. 4-5 IdIz - In the -frequency range 4,0 to 4.2 ► 1z the internal friction
of the degraded panel varied between 0.21 and 0.25 at 38.0, 48,9
and 54.40 (310 ) 322 and 328°K) and was not measurable above 54,4°C
(328*,X), No internal friction values were measured for the well-
bonded panel between 4.0 and 4.5 kHz at any test temperature.
5. 5-6 Id1z - At 5.7 1d]z the internal friction values for the degraded
panel were more than twice as high as the internal friction values
for the well-bonded panel at 38.0°C (310*K). The difference between
values decreased as the test temperature increased to 48.9*C ('32M).
Bet veers 54.4 and 65.6°C (328 and 336 0,K), the internal friction
values approach each other while the two associated second harmonic
frequencies varied from 5.5 to 5.9 JdJz. Finally, both internalfriction values disappeared at 71.1°C (3420K).
6. 6-8 Id-ft - No internal friction values were measurable for either
panel at any test temperature.
7. 8-0 kliz - At about 8,2 Id ,-Iz and at 54.4 and 60.0°C (328 and 333°K)
the internal friction values of the well-bonded panel were higher	 Ji
than those of the degraded panel, At other temperatures, however, x.
they were almost equal.. At about 8.8 kliz and 71,.1. °C (342°K) , the
internal friction values for the degraded panel were twice as high
as that for the well-bonded panel.
These observations show that at a certain frequency range the internal
friction values of the well-bonded panel differed from the internal friction
values of the degraded panel due to the different damping properties. These
observations illustrate a means of determining nondestructively changes in
cohesive bond strength. The magnitude of the internal friction value is not
considered important, but rather its appearance and disappearance in relation
to a certain frequency range is utilized to determine bond quality using the
DOT transducer.
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LAVAL N0ZZLp SYSTHNI
A high frequency air pulse system was developed fnr use in the adhesive
bond strength measurements and air - coupled NVT method ,lovelopment. The air
pulse system design was based on the calculated Forces necessary to excite
the Saturn type honeycomb sufficiently to produce a measurable vibrational
response without adversely affecting the integrity of the stru'-turc Tho
design criteria for the air puller was a nominal .force range of 0.1 to
0, 3 PSI (689 to 2065 newtons/meter 2) with a pulsing frequency range of
0.01 to 20 kiiz, The evaluation of the pulse• in tho air-coupled mothod
development is described in the following section,
1
The concept of pneumatic: excitation was based: on developing a variable
force using a pulsating supersonic air jet impinging on the honeycomb panel,
In the First design, an air jet is chopped at a predetermined frequency by
means of a rotating disk containing uniformly spaded hoses placed around,
and near theeri ,hex o.^ the disk. The pulsing freq uency of the ^' et isp	 p	 "y	 p	 g ^-	 1	 y	 .1
equal to the rate at which the holes in the rotating disk pa y.; by the jet..
A second design uses either one or two slits (depending upon the mode of
cropping the air jet) cut into a very small plate mounted on the Free end
of a vibrating cantilever beam and are made to vibrate across an air jet.
The team may be driven either magnetically or by eddy current drive methods
at its resonant Frequency in order to achieve a high ampli tude of vibration
of the slits. The supersonic air jet emerges From a narrow rectangular,
Laval nozzle whose exit dross section is smaller than the narrow slots on
the end of the cantilever beam and is adjusted so that it chops the supersonic
air stream at twice the Frequency of vibration of the narrow slots on the end
of the cantilever beam.
The basis For the design and detail considerations are Fully developed
in Appendix C and Formed the guide lines for the Fabrication of a laboratory
test model The rotating disk was 12 inches (0.3 meter) in dimiieter and
contained 230 holes spaced 0.164 incites '4.26 x 10" 3 mater) apart. The disk
thickness was 0.065 inches (1.65 x 10" 3 meter) permitting the higher fre-
quency ranges to be evaluated. An existing variable speed (up to 5,000 rpm)
110 volt DC motor and controller was adapted For testing, With this disk
and speed range, up to 19,200 air pulses per second were developed.
The air puller system is shown in block diagram in Figure 20. A photo-
graph of the system is shown in Figure 21 The system includes a regulated
air source ;variable From 0 90 prig (C.62 x 10
6
 newtons/meter ) , a Laval
supersonic nozzle; a variable speed, 5000 RPM motor and disk, with a reed
switch and counter For rotational speed measurement. The displacement of
N
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Figure 20. Block Diagram of Air Couple INTTr System Using Supersonic
Air Jet
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I Figure 21. Laval Nozzle Excitation 'Test System Showing 'Method for BondStrength !Measurement
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the vibrating honeycomb panel was measured by means of a Fotonic Model 48
fiber-optic sensor-meter consisting of a light source, photocell detector
and ureter and a fiber optic bundle probe. The output of the Fotonic fiber
optic system is amplified and provides the ' ►y ► ' input for a x-y recorder.
The ►►x►► input used the time base of the x-y recorder which was calibrated
in frequency units. From this system plots of the panel frequency response
as a function of time can be made.
The air pul gr motor and disk were located in an enclosure as a safety
precaution in the event of disk slippage or other mechanical failure at high
speeds. During checkout the disk was rotated at speeds up to 4571 RPM
(acoustic frequency of 17,500 .Hz) with no difficulties, although some vibra-
tion of the disk was noted. During testing it was found necessary to isolate
the honey^:omb specimen from the disk and motor by placing them on separate
work tables This was due to the significant vibration from the motor and
disk at speeds above about 650 RPM.
Evaluation
Studies were conducted to determine the effect of air pressure, disk to
panel and air nozzle to disk spacings for the frequency response curves.
Figure 22 shows the Effect of the reservoir air pressure or the amplitude of
the vibrating panel to be a linear relationship over the range of 40 to
90 prig (27.5 to 62.0 x 1:0 4 newtons/meter 2). Figure 22 shows graphs of
spacing (in inches) vs amplitude for t1be air nozzle-disk gap and the disk
panel spacing. As shown, an increase in either spacing results in a decrease
in amplitude; however, the disk-panel spacing is the more critical pareimeter,
From the information presented the figure 22 the optimum spacing and air
press^ire test conditions were selected for testing thehoneycomb panels.
An air pressure of 80 psig (55 x 10 newtons/meter-) was selected since it
was the maximum available in the laboratory with good regulation. A 1/8 inch
(3.1.7 x 10" 3
 meters) disk-panel spacing was selected since a larger spacing
would result in a significant reduction in amplitude and a smaller gap would
not increase the amplitude and would be more difficult to maintain. The air
nozzle-disk spacing was not critical over a range of from 1/16 to 3/8 inches
(1.58 to 9.53 x 10- 3 meters); consequently, a gap of 5/16 inch (8.4 x 10-3
meters) was selected 'since initial checkout had been conducted at that gap.
Using the optimized test conditions discussed above, vibration analysis
tests were conducted on the varying bond strength specimens. The vibration'
response pattern correlated closely with the DOT response data. However,
the displacement measuring probe could not be positioned in the center of
the air pulser due to mechanical interference but was located approximately
.	
h	 Th f	 th AA lac menu dataone inch L0.025 meters) fro m t e center. 	 ere ore, a ssp e J
c	 .,
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was affected by the variations in the nodal wavefoius produced as a function
of frequency in the top facesheet. The effect was a broadening of the
response peak and the introduction of considerable background noise as well
as the loss of a major portion of the lowfrequency response peaks. Attempts
to increase the excitation level did not significantly improve: 	 response
peakresolution. It was concluded that the Laval air pulses was a practical
high energy, high frequency excitation source but for the specV-ic vibration
response measurements the displacement probe must be either in line with the
maximum, displacement point or conceivably employed as amechanically scanned
sensor to define nodal responses. Further evaluation. of the Laval air pulses
for bond strength evaluation did not appear warranted when compared to the
effectiveness of the DOT driver. The air pulser was evaluated for debond
detection in similar composites and proved useful in through transmission
tests with the displacement sensor on the opposite side of the composite
both in line and off axis front 	 pulser.
Using the same conditions discussed above, vibration analysis tests were
conducted on a well bonded honeycomb panel containing areas of deliberate
disbonds. The purpose of the tests was to determine any difference in
frequency response of well-bonded areas as opposed to disbonded areas. The
panel frequency response in both bonded and disbonded areas was investigated
by changing the location of the fiber-optic sensor probe. The panel was
vibrated from the top center facesheet and the probe was located directly
opposite on.the bottom facesheet. The frequency of the pulsating air jet was
varied from 0 to 50 kHz and the vibration response of the panel was recorded
as a function of frequency. Figure 23 shows the results of a frequency scan
at three different locations; a well bonded area at the center of the panel,
a 2/4 disbond area and a 3/4 disbond area. A 2/3 disbond is defined as a
disbond between the honeycomb and the facesheet adhesive nearest the fiber
optic probe. The 3/4 disbond is between the honeycomb and the facesheet
adhesive farthest from the fiber-optic probe.
The frequency scan of the 2/3 disbond area exhibited three significant
peaks. The large frequency peak at about 2800 Hz cannot be considered as
evidence or a disbond since a similar peak (in both frequency and amplitude)
was observed in well-bonded areas adjacent to the disbonded area. However,
the smaller peak at about 4200 Hz became significantly smaller in scans
immediately outside the 2/3 disbond. The frequency scan of the well-bonded
center area showed various peaks, however no peak was significantly large
and no easily discernible pattern can be seen. The 3/4 disbond frequency
scan showed three major peaks as in the 2/3 disbond scan. Two of the peaks 	 r.
in the 3/4 disbond scans occurred at about the same frequency as two of the
peaks in the 2/3 disbond frequency scan, however the shapes of the 2/3 and
3/4 peaks were considerably different.
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CONCLUSIONS AND 11-4MMENDMOINS,
The LX)T vibration analysis has shown that semiquantitative cohesive
bond strength measurements are practical under elevated teJ11)erature conditions.
The mathematical model accurately predicted the need for control of geometry,
driving force and temperature. The DOT System verified the conditions by
dire,:t measurement of each parameter and its effect on the determined values
or cohesive bond strength.
The DOT measurement method included two forms of vibration response
amplitude determination and a vibration response band-width determination.
The data i7rom all three methods show excellent agreement, although the
amplitude-force measurement method is considered potent ally the more
promising since the technique permits direct normalization of the dampilig
data betaeeen measurements on a single specimen or between similar specimens
designed to have comparable or even dissimilar materials as long as the
measurements are made at resonance. Further, materials with varying
geometry such as the tapered Saturn common bulkhead can be tested by absolute
comparison of the amplitude response data from either thin or thick sections.
The heating requirement necessary to produce significant adhesive damping
variation is considered undesirable- however, according to the manufacturer's
representatives, the Bloomingdale HP-424 adhesive indicated no deleterious
effects in adhesive properties at exposures of 100 hours at 300°F, A second
adhesive characteristic noted experimentally was that wheal
	 adhesive
was temperature cycled to about 200 or 250°F there is a further curing of the
adhesive. This was noted as an apparently irreversible curing of the adhesive
and tended to reduce the damping thus indicating an increase in cohesive
strength. Destructive property tests are needed to definitely establish this.
The DOT System measurement time requires about 5 minutes setup time and
15 minutes for temperature stabilization and response amplitude recording.
The length of the measurement time per test is primarily thermal stabilization
at a test temperature and restabilization after the high current (10, 12.5,
and 15 maperes) response measurements. 	 The latter time could be practically
eliminated using the selected frequency and sweeping at rates in the order of
0.1 second.	 Then even high speed x-y recording means could not 'be applied,
however, the use of conventional peak reading VTVM's or storage type oscillo-
scopes would permit highly accurate high speed peak measurements.
The next major effort in making the DOT System a quantitative cohesive
bond strength measuring method is a comprehensive evaluation program using
a wide range of composite specimens and sizes.
	 Fundamental to such a program
is the determination of the kinetics of the adhesive cure process and the
fabrication of representative test specimens.
	 The adhesive tensile test
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data results from each specimen tested showed a wide range of values, which
is apparently consistent with oUier industrial experience and even the
rerorted manuf'acturer's data shows a tensile data spread of 10 to 40 percent
depending on the test conditions. Probably the most efficient method for
specimen standard preparation would be a coordinated effort with the adhesive
e	 -manufacturer, even to the extent of having the supplier fabricate and d struc
Lively test the composites.
It is concluded that the DOT System is fundamentally established as a
presenti tspractical method for determining cohesive bond strength. In 1
state of development it is a useful laboratory model for semiquantitative
measurements. The final system development for production type applications
LL,
	
	 must depend on further material characterization and system optima ration for
particular test conditions.
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Section IV
DEMOPMW OF AIR-COUPLED INMT MUMDS
FOR LARGE TANKS
APPROM I
The acoustic air coupled technique described by Clotfelter (Ref, 13)
utilized an acoustic source to mechanically excite a honeycomb structure
from one side, which produced an acoustic signal on the opposite side
containing spectral characteristics related to the integrity of the structure.
Tn general, two approaches are considered for the'determination of acoustic
transmission characteristics as related to the integrity of the honeycomb
composite materials.
	 The acoustic energy transmitted through the material is
affected by the attenuative properties (acoustic impedance) and resonances
attributed to fundamental and generated harmonic frequencies.
	 The presence
of composite anomalies such as debonds, core fracture, low strength bond, and
others significantly modify the attenuation and resonance properties.
	 The
first approach was to determine the effect of anomalies on attenuation in
simulated structure configurations, 	 The cylindrical domed configuration
of the Saturn vehicle posed a complex acoustic generation problem that was
approached on an empirical basis.
A development plan for adapting and optimizing this technique for the
Saturn type honeycomb structure was considered. in terms of (1) analytical47
'determination of the acoustic characteristics of honeycomb composites for
through transmission modes, (2) the variational limits of the acoustic
response of the honeycomb composites due to structural anomalies, (3) defini-
tion of excitation and detection instrumentation design requirements,
(4) experimental verification of design limits, (5) optimization and
characterization of a complete inspection system.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The one-dimensional case of plane sound waves within a tube as an
approximation of a honeycomb cell was considered first. Both ends of a tube
of length R with rigid. but smooth walls are covered with an absorptive
material of a specific acoustic impedance. A source of sound located at
one end sends waves of different, but closely, spaced, frequencies and
equal amplitudes into the tube. Initially, the source emits sound of a
constant average intensity 1 0 and the intensity in the tube is zero. Entering
the tube, the waves travel back and forth, undergoing numerous reflections at
both ends, and the sound intensity in the tube increases with time in a dis-
continuous, stepwise function. After n-1 reflections, the intensity is
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bi which v and a are respectively the rati o of reflected intensity to incident
intensity and the ratio of absorbed intensity to incident intensity. For
large values of mime, n is nearly equal to ct/i where c is the sound
velocity and t the time. Theis
Q -vct/"
The steady-state intensity when t is large is evidently Io/a.In like
manner it can he shown that the steady - state energy density, which is defined
as energy per unit volume, is
CO	 caV
in which E is the acoustic energy emitted by the sound source per second and
V is volume of the tribe. Energy density at any time t is related to the
steady-state value by the following equation
a ct/Et 	Ec.Q_exp - — —
Equations for both steady-state intensity and energy density show that the
value depends on the absorption of the material placed at both ends of the
tube.
In a three-dimensional enclosure, the sound is emitted in the ;Form of a
spherical. wave traveling in all directions from the source. It strikes
various boundary surfaces of the enclosure at all angles of incidence, and
after a comparatively small number of reflections. The distance traveled
between re •Flections will not be any definite length. The percentage of
ab .-- .)rbed soul ,d varies from one reflection to the next. A -simplified calcula
t on can be made by replacing the tube length ^ with an average length of
path between successive reflections and the absorption coefficient a of one
material with an average absorption coefficient for a number of materials.
The length i is called mean free path and is a function of the surface,
volume, and shape of the enclosure and the location of the sound source. For
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rectangular par,,allelepli peds p
 the free mean path is WIS where V is the vol ►mo
and S is the area of the boundaries. The average absorption coefficient is
+ a, S, +	 +
a a	 C',
in which al, cep a.	 an are the absorptive coeffIcients of the surfaces-
whose areas are ,s lp kS,)) s' . . . vs 4 The steady-state energy dtonsity in the
rectangular parallelepipedi s is	 n
4\1E
E 
00 
=	
7-
 4E
ca'aV	 a
c x
This equation indicates that the steady-state energy density is independent
of the volume of the parallel epipeds. The final value of energy density in
the parallelepipeds converted to the mean square pressure is
2	 it E4 PO
S
a
where P is density of air,
The steady
-state sound intensity and acoustic pressure depend on the
absorption, of the bounding surfaces In the study
 of the one-dimensional,
case r.	 A 4*	 J%off'
 sound '1 L, a 4-1 %7, P a, -#-1,V absorption	 is defined, as the
ratio of absorbed intensity or energy to tbe tricident intensity or energy.
In the three-dimensional case, the wave motion, is assumed completely
diffuse. In a diffuse distribution,, all angles of incidence from 0 to 90
degrees are equally probable. It
 is quite possible that the fraction of the
energy absorbed at each reflection will depend on the angle at which. the
wave strikes the reflecting surface. It should be noted that there is no
absorption coefficient which totally characterizes a material. The
absorption of a specific material is dependent on its physical properties,
the method of mounting, the size and shape of the structure, and the total
area employed. Therefore, the generated sound field should be
 both uniform
and directionally controlled to produce constant planar loading. The vehicle
configuration consists of two ellipsoidal domes joined to the ends of a
cylinder and requires judicious selection of either controlled omnidirectional
sources or selectively positioned directional sources or combinations of both.
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Tile coefficient of absorption of a material also varies with the frequency
of the sound, At very low frequency, the natural frootioncies are comparable
with the test frequencies of the test tones. At high frequencies, the absorp-
tion, in the air becomes a largo portion ofthe total absorption. Hence,
measurements of absorption at very low and very high frocitioncies wore not
considered reliable.
h1ben a sound wave emitting -from a source in an enclosure strikes a
boundary, itis either reflected, transmitted, or absorbed, The portion of
the absorbed energy is converted to other forms of energy and ultimately into
heat. Tile sound waves exort an alternating pressure again st the wall
boundary and force it into vibration of a corresponding $frequency, The
resulting flexural vibration is directly proportional to the internal damping
coefficient of the material. Further, materials which are set intovibration
ro-emit sound. Tlxcopt for oxtrani r,,ous factors, such as openings 
and 
direct
contact with other vibrating memK!rs, sound transmission through the wall of
an enclosure is by means of refraction and transmission through the wall,
Tn the case of plane waves, the amount of sound transmitted by refraction
depends oil the ratio of characteristic impedance (specific acoustic resistance)
of tbo material to that of air. if the dimension of the material in the
direction of sound propagation issmall, the transmitted sound is also
dependent upon that dimension and the wave length 
of 
the sound. On the other
]land, the sound transmitted by flexural vibration of the wall varies Nith
mass, stiffness and internal damping of the wall, and forcing frequency. Tile
transmitted sound is affected by material variations in the boundary that
change acoustic impedance or disturb the wave pattern. In the case of sound
transmitted by flexural vibration, stiffness and internal damping of the wall
is affected by a debond condition.
As report4 by Clotfelter Clef. 13), certain acoustic properties of
thin honeycomb panels are exactly the same as those of thin solid sheets
having the same ratio of thickness to wavelength. Panels are described as
thin in terms of the wavelength of sound in the specimen. Theoretical
analysis by Rayleigh indicates that the ratio of reflected to incident sound.
energy for a thin sheet depends not only on the characteristic impedance
(specific acoustic resistance) of the two media, but also on a cotangent
function of 2Trd/X where d, is specimen. thickness and X the wavelength of sound
in the specimen. Therefore though low sound ener gy Should be emitted by the
sound source for obtaining better test results, it is probable, that the
frequency range of the emitting sound will also have influenco because of the
influence on sound reflection (and hence transmission) by thin sheet, accord-
ing to Rayleigh 's analysis. Moreover, the sound transmitted to the outside
of the enclosure is achieved by direct transmission through the wall as well.
as from flexural vibration of the wall; resonance will occur when one of the
natural frequencies of the wall falls in the frequency range of the sound
source. In comparison with contribution by the directly transmitted sound
energy, it is known what contribution this sound energy by flexural vibration
has toward the debond detection of honeycomb composite materials.
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Therefore, it is nearly impossible to predict the onti um values' of
sound energy and frequency range of the sonn^l soure(t to lie twol ed In rhv
ex1iorimental itioA, Equally Important in determining these ontimum v lites are
the types and sensitivity of the "'ovices at the outside of the enclosure for
receiving the transmitted sound energy , ind converting it ror disc iminati.N, Z
defect detection, Since air will be the madium which transfers the vibration
energy, extremely high loading will occur. Further, the directivity of the
raditating honeycomb surface source will lie very complex. The influence o
surf,ice contour and roughness mist be considered. Fxti.,irnal noise sources will
also influence detection sensitivity, and may require	 klosl^qi shfold-
in and/or filtering tochn quest
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An acou stic#: t r F1... P. simulator yt 	 r^	 ^^. ^ r is air-rt ^  ^^ ^ . 	 ^ as deve loped to e^ ^ 1^t^t^' tl^e ^, ^ ^ xot ^ a.^
coupled NX methods. Tile tat k simulator consisted of a evlf.ndrical shell
approximately 0-inch (1.27 meter) diameter b y 3-foot A.01 motor) length
fabricatW with a 0,031-inch (0,78 x 10- 3 meter) thick aluminum skin. Selected
honcycomb composite materials representingr s range of honeycomb core tmos
and faeosheet thicknesses wore bonded to the exterior of the two adhesive
interfaces with a range in sizes to permit NlYr sensitivity and Tcssolution
evaluationso Debond simulation was achieved by comnlete removal of the
adhesive prior to bonding in one of the following shapes at each adihesi.ve
interface: -inch (0.076 meter) square 1—inch (0,02-5 meter) square,
and wi isosceles triangle with one (0.025 meter) base an 1-1 /2-inch (0.038
muter) Lase. The following specimens were bonded on t1Yc surface of the
cylinder with Bloomingdale I —424 `hype 111 aclhesave using the current NR-NASA
bonding procedure.-
a
* n
Number of
Specimens ? each 2 each 1 each
Honeycomb 20 x 34 in. 20 x 1-0 in. 18 x 18	 :in.
Core ThicRness 1X3/4 in., 1 in. 4 3/'4 in.
Cell Size 3/16 in. 3/8 in. 3/16 in.
pacesheet
Thickness 0.0401 in. 0.040 in. 0`.063	 in.
If
The completed acoustic simulator is shown in figure 24. The top and bottom
of the simulator was fitted with a foam acoustic insulation sunnorted on
1/4 inch (6.35 x 10
- )^ meter) thick plywood sheet material. An aluminum
channel welded across one end of the cylinder was drilled to permit vertical
positioning
 of a tube :fitted with a bracket to support the excitation sources.
The entire simulator was raised approximately 15 inches (0.38 meter) above the
test area surface to negate acoustic reflections.
SYSTT i DEVELOPh9-NT
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION SOURCES
The generation of suitable acoustic energy waves for air coupled
inspection is defined in terms of intensity, absorption coefficients of the
supporting media, frequency, angle of incidence, and boundary conditions.
Acoustic energy is transmitted in elastic wave, varying in type according to
the nature and dimensions of the body in which they propagate. The propaga-
tion characteristics of many forms of acoustic energy are well defined in
air. Therefore, the initial evaluation of acoustic sources will be directed
toward acoustic characterization of the honeycomb composite materials as
a function of intensity, frequency, angle of incidence, and boundary
conditions. The determination of required sound pressure to adequately excite
the honeycomb composites was based can differential measurements over a
20 Hz to 20 KHz frequency range and using progressive and reverberation wave
energy, Design considerations for the acoustic excitation source must include
the effects on the acoustic energ^ r propagation within the vehicle configura-
tion. The character of the rsd^at`d field of a typical source varies with
the distance from the source, and the particle velocity in the near ,field is
not necessarily in the direction of the wave travel. Further, as the source
radiates within the vehicle enclosure, the sound pressure level is signifi-
cantly affected by waves that are reflected from the vehicle walls and domes,
and are superimposed upon the incident field. In this case, many reflected 	 R
wave trains are present; and the sound pressure, averaged over a finite.
distance, will reach a level thatis essentially independent of distance from 	 t
the source. Therefore, the excitation source should be designed for use in the
the far field or reverberation zone. 	 y
The primary selection of an excitation source was acoustic loud speakers
based on their advanced state of development in terms of power, frequency
range and directionality control Other excitation sources were studied and
those considered feasible for this application are listed below.
i
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Pneumatic Excitation - Air type sources having adjustable resonant cavities
over the 2 to 50 K11z frequency range are available as well as sources using
static and dynamic interrupted air stream techniques.
Impulsive Excitation - Electric sparking or discharge give a practically
spherical,shockwave containing many frequencies distributed in a continuous
frequency spectrum.	 Shock^vaves are readily generated LIP. to several hun-
dred MV.	 Impulse noises are distinguished from continuous noises by the
time between impulse and the very much greater peak energy value as compared
to the average or RMS value.	 The impulse noise is generally defined in terms
of instantaneous value as a function of time or by an energy density spectrum.
The nature of the discharge varies with the electrical parameters and
the size of the gap.	 Normally, the discharge takes place in the form of
damped oscillations with a frequency of approximately 100 KHz.	 An increase
in the pressure developed by the discharge can be accomplished by varying
the electrical circuit parameters since the pressure is in direct relationship
to the energy released between the electrodes.	 Increasing the voltage or
decreasing the electrode spacing increases the pressure; increasing the
capacity affects the energy and the time duration of the first pulse.
Spark discharge techniques are basically quite simple transducers;
however, they have the disadvantage that the condition of the electrodes
changes with use so that the magnitude of the pressure pulse generated by
successive sparks is apt to vary appreciably.	 Methods are used to overcome
this difficulty, such as mounting the metal rod on the axis of a cylinder
with a Mylar insulation separator which is progressively consumed with the
rod and cylinder or the use of tape fed sparking equipment where a small
increment of tape is sequentially consumed,
ACOUSTIC DETECTORS
Acoustic detection transducers are defined by the acoustic energy
spectrum of the excitation source and the filtering or regenerative action of
the detector, including the detection sensitivity and resolution of the honey-
comb composite anomalies. 	 The detector can be farther defined by previous
Saturn material tests where the required frequency response was 20 Hz to 20 KHz
and facesheet displacement measurements in the one to 50 microinch (0.02 to
I ' Ll x lu meters) range. Transducer types evaluated included the following:
1. Variable impedance displacement system - A bridge type electro-
magnetic coil is coupled to a conductive surface (aluminum facesheet)
producing eddy currents. Displacement of the surface varies the
coil impedance losses which are measured with <a 1 MHz impedance
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bridge and demodulated for display. The system response is from
zero to approximately 150 Nflz and measurement levels to less than
0.0001 inch. The effects of free field i)honomena, including
electrical interference, temperature, electromagnetic fields, etc.,
are minimized by the use of an inactive compensating coil included
in the displacemont, transducer. This system is directly applicable
for conductive materials including the alumintim facesheet composites.
2. Light optical displacement system - Displacement of facesheet surface
causes variations in the amount Of light transmitted through a fiber
optic transducer. The frequency response is -From zero to 100 KHz
and can resolve displacement variations in the range of 1 to O
microinches. This system is uniquely applicable for both metallic
and non-metallic facesheet (1.6-inch hone ycomb composite) displace-
ment measurements without being affected by electrical or magnetic
fields, temperature variations, etc.
3. Acoustic crystal translator s ystem - The acoustic energy
 s'nectrum
associated with honeycomb anomalies is characteristically different
from the normal structure. The spectral characteristics can be
detected using selected freattoncy band detectors. The H.P.
Ultrasonic Translator, for example, monitors acoustic energies
in the 36 to 44 Kiz band with a 40 K1-[z oscillator and, through
filtering, reads out a detected signal corresponding to the high
frequency band components. This same principle may be applied to
n -	 any discrete frequency band.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experimental test system is shown. in figures 25 and 26. The
system evaluation was directed toward acoustic (10 Hz to 30 KHz) detection of
composite disbonds of varying sizes. The excitation system included fixed
and swept frequency sources capable of constant drive up to SO watt power
levels. Both sine and square wave ac excitation sources were evaluated.' The
loudspeaker sources evaluated were basically electromagnetically excited
with either a cone type piston driver with rear baffling or a new wafer type
driver with bidirectional radiating characteristics. The characteristics of
the speakers are given below.
a) .:one type speaker: University Model CLC, 55 to 14000 Hz, 30 watts at
8 ohms, 1200
 dispersion angle (baffled) 108.3 db, 20 lbs.
(58 newtons).
b) Wafer type speaker: EPA Acoustics Model Poly-Planar P-20, 40 to
20000 Hz, 20 watts at 8 ohms, 1600 dispersion angle (unbaffled),
1.2 lbs. (S newtons).
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Figure 25. Air Couple NDT System Using Acoustic Exciter
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Figure 26. Photograph of acoustic Tank Simulator Shouring adjustable
Speaker Mounting
The detection system employed both microphone and optic displacement
types including the Sonotone M6del 0110A (20 - 20,000 It) and Fotonic Model
4B (dc to 40 Kliz) instruments. The detected ac signals from both instruments
were in the order of 10 to 100 millivolts and were rectified and amplified
for study. Signal analysis was accomplished by observing the detected signals
on a low frequency spectrum analyzer, or by recording the response amplitude
as a function of frequency on an x-y recorder,
The acoustic system (speaker-driver) was calibrated over the 10 to 20 KI-,Iz
frequency range on an open field area. The speaker was located approximately
four feet from ground level and the microphone was positioned at selected
locations necessary to define the transmission and dispersion characteristics
in air to 20-foot (6.1 meters) distances. This distance was selected based
on the typically 16.5-foot (5.03 meters) radius of the Saturn vehicle. The
ground area was composed of crushed rock and a minimum amount of surface
reflection was antiv..^Apated, The open air frequency response data for the
University Model CLC speaker and Sonotone CM-IOA microphone showed a flat
response from 500 to 3500 Hz, down 8.2 db from 480 to 120 I-Iz. From
50 to 120 Hz, the average signal attentuation was 22 db. The comparative
response attenuation measured at 16.5 feet (5.03 meters) in the 500 to 3500 Hz
range was down approximately 17 db. A honeycomb composite 5 inches (0.127
meter) thick similarly measured gave an average attenuation in the same
frequency range of 39 db. Therefore, a conservative estimate of the total
attenuation of acoustic energy in a vehicle simi lar to the Saturn would be
approximately 56 db. Considering the current state of commercial drivers,
sufficent energy levels are available for air coupled excitation. The problems
of dispersion and reflection were also considered.
The microphone was swung on a 16.5-foot (5.03 meter) arc from. the speaker
and the measured dispersion angle as determined by 3 db points at 1 KI-Iz was
approximately 140 degree.7, in close agreement with the 120 degrees stated by
the manufacturer. The dispersion angle of the polyplanar speaker at 1 KI-Iz
was quoted at approximately 160 degrees and propagates equally in both
directions. The problem of reflectivity was also approached empirically
during the disbo nd determinations by measuring the effect of baffling behind
the speaker and at various locations on the acoustic tank simulator. The
measurements showed no significant effect on disbond detection sensitivity,
however, this test is not considered conclusive since the speaker was mounted
in direct line with the composite under test in most instances and any
reflected signal would be severely attenuated after more than one reflection.
I* I
The problem of reflections in a large tank enclosure is considered more com-
plex and should be further evaluated with a specific combination of speakers
and mountings.
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Mshond sensitivity tests j,-,,.-OVO(1 successful oil t he I and 11-3/4-inch0
(0,025 to 0.0-44 meter) thick honeycomb composite snocimens. pig Tres 27 to
1 1 show typical composite frequency response recordings. It ist1pilarent that
thore are characteristic differonces between knoiNil dishonds and well-bonded
areas in terms of timplitudo and freouency. For exam ple, in. figure 27,
nearside dishonds (oil the external adhosivo laver 
of 
the tank) in the 1-3/4-
inch (0.044 meter) composite are clearly identifiable at 2.05 and 2,37 h1lZ
as compared to the well bonded response. The farside disbond (adhesive-
layer adjacent to the tank wall) is clearly identifiable at 1. 2 95 and
2.05 Rli--. The farside disbond response at 2,37 is minimal, therel)v indicatine
tho feasibility of discriminating between disbonds located at the two adhesive
interfaces.
Figure 28 shows the frequency response data for the 1-inch (0.025 Dieter)
honeycomb composite for two frequency ranges. The microphone transducor was
positioned at 1-inch (0.025 motor) increments across the vertical direction
of the composite and the response was recorded as shoioi. The comnarative
response between the disbonds and the well bonded comrosite are readily
.apparent. In the low frequency 10-100 11z scan, the farside disbolid, peaks at
46 and 7Q !]z and nearside disbond peaks at 52 and 78 NZ, are characterlsticallv
different  from the average well bonded signals. The high frequency scan
(0.5 to 3.5 K11z) shows similarly unique disbond responses. Here the nearside
dishond signals at 1.85 and 2.65 Y1 ,1z are different -From the farside peak at
.4 K11z. This shows the potential for detectin g, between the two disbonds.
Figure 29 shows similar, response data for a si.mi.lar composite with the
triangularly shaped disbonds. The recording of the high fre quency scan
showed significant farside disbond signals at 1.44 and 1.99 Ki--Iz while the
nearside disbond signals peak at 11.96 and 2.35 Kliz, again indicating that
detection as well as the identification of the adhesive laver containing
the disbond.
Teased oil the frequency response data, selected frecluencies were
evaluated for disbond detection using ]land scanning tochnioues. However,
the background noise within the laboratory area was quite high due to leakage
and reverberation of the tank simulator. The microphone was installed in a
convenient stainless steel tubc approximately '-inch diameter (0.075 meter)
1)), i.0-inch length (0.25 meter) with a fiber glass rock wool insulation to
reduce side noise piclaip. This techniclue essentially converted the omni-
directional microphone to a single direction detector with about a 10-degree
reception arc. The same insulation was also applied to the tank simulator
in areas not containing composite specimens. Hand. scanning for disbond
detection was facilitated by spraying either a light Teflon film or usin g, a
fine powder dusted on the facesheet.
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Figure 27. Frequency Response Record From O.S to 3.5 kHz for 1-3/4 Inch
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Hand scans were made at selected test frequencies based on the rrecluency
responsedata. In most instances a significant amplitude response was noted
for each type disbond. In addition, the disbonds were detected using selected
frequency bands swept at rates tip to 10 hliz. The disbonds were identifiable
primarily by amplitude variations of the modulatod onvolope observed on the
oscilloscope. Detection data was also correlatable by observing phase changes
in the display wavefom.
The hand scanning tests proved the feasibility of air couple t c	 s0 0 )In i atic
for detecting relat ively gross disbonds at both adhesive layers.
Similarly performed tests were conducted using tile fiber optic displace-
ment measuring system used in the-*- DOT :system, The measured disbond sensi-
tivity data showed reasonably'comparablo results. However, the fiber optic
system required resetting at each test location on the composite specimens
for reflectivity adjustment whereas t he microphone was readily ]land scanned,
CONCLUSIONS AND REC(ANW3NDATIONS
The air Couple technique development has successfully determined the
following performance parameters: a) The acoustic SOUrCO-detector technique
was proven suitable for the detection of disbonds at both adhesive interfaces
ranging in size from three-inch squares to one-inch isosceles triangles in
Saturn type composites, (5) The differing frequency response characteristics
of near and farside disbonds showed the feasibi,li.tyy of ascertainin p,, the
location of a disbond, (c) Acoustic attenuation measurements showed the
feasibility of using conventional loud speakers and microphones tinder the
proper conditions to perform comparable disbond detection tests in a tank at
distances up to 16.5 feet.
The disbond detection sensitivity was found to be a function of test
frequeiicy. Measurements at the low frequency ranges were difficult due to
major tank wall vibrationand a driving of the entire contact type microphone
housing assembly. The hig'Der frequency responses from 1.0 to 2.4 M-1z proved
to be most successful. Vie response peaks for aseries of dis-bonds in a
specimen covered rather broad frequency bands of approximately 50 to 100 1- ►z.
Swept frequency techniques proved an efficient means of detecting the
disbonds.
Future development of air coupled methods should consider larger more
representative tank type structures. The problem of determining the effect
of reflected acoustic energy within a tank structure becomes significantly
more complex since a series of acoustic sources ate required. The single
speaker system evaluated here must be considered a rather optimum method..
The polyplanar speaker panel with equal front and Tear propagation
ti
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9characteristics offers a direct and most economical means of producing high
level acoustic excitation in a large tank enclosure. Wo speakers mounted
vertically at a 90-degree angle would, probably generate sufficient acoustic
energy at a 16.5-foot arc to produce useable acoustic signals capable of
determining composite disbonds. However, further effort is needed to define
the vertical dispersion angle and possible interaction with a second set of
speakers mounted at specific distance from the first set.
C
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Appendix A
TEST SPECIMENS
ADHESIVE BONDED HONEYCO -M SPECIMENS
In order to determine the mechanical-vibratory characterization of the
honeycomb materials and to evaluate the potential nondestructive testing
methods, a number of test specimens were required. The specimens were
selected so that a range of cohesive bond strengths (degraded from a maximum)
were represented, and the materials and processes used in fabricating the
specimens were typical of those used in an actual aerospace application,
namely the Saturn program.
An empirical approach was followed for deliberate degradation of honey-
comb composites of the type used in the Saturn common bulkhead. Fl^atwise
tensile specimens were prepared in accordance with NAR Specification
Iv1A0606-013, Saturn Honeycomb Sandwich Material Preparation. Various degrees
of preaged adhesive film were used to simulate bond strength levels.
Figure Al shows that the bond degradation was successful and that a desired
level of bond strength could be achieved with reasonable certainty. The
fracture stress-time relationship is not linear and some degree of deviation
was expected due to the chemical nature of the adhesive cure cycle.
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Figure Al Tensile Stress-Time Relationship for Varying Preaging Conditions
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Based on this degradation data, a series of honeycomb specimens were
fabricated with varying bond strength values at either one or both of the
honeycomb adhesive layers. To ensure reliable correlation between specimen
types, the honeycomb specimens were prepared holding the following conditions
constant,; (1) adhesive film. selected from same sheet with properties verifiod
by lap shear and peel tests, (2) all face sheets primed at one tame; (3) same
bonding equipment and personnel. A tabulation of the specimens fabricated to
date is shown in table A-I. The bond strength data are nominal design values
as verified by destructive test data obtained from specimens cut from the same
panel; however, due to the data spread in these types of tests, exact values
must be obtained for specific areas.
Destructive tests were conducted on samples from the honeycomb specimens
to determine the effectiveness of the bond degradation. Flatwise tensile
test specimens, approximately 2 x 2-inches, were cut from each 18 x 18-inch
NDT specimen. Aluminum plates 2 x 2 x 1/2-inch thick were bonded to the
facing sheets of each tensile specimen to provide a means for applying the
tensile loads. The specimens were tensile tested in accordance with
Specification MIL-A-401A using a Baldwin-Tate-Emery Type UNIV testing machine.
The destructive data is tabulated below:
1
Specimen
Facesheet
Thickness-In,
Core
(Inches)
Cell
(Inches)
Strength-%
Top - Bottom
Average
Stress
(psi)
A 0.063 4 3/4 _3/16 100 - 100 603
B 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 100 -	 50 540
C 0.063 4. '3/4 3/16 50 -	 50 515
D 0,063 4 3/4 3/16 100 -	 25 401
E 0.0? 1.6 3/4 100 _ 100 485
F 0.02 1,6 3/4 100 -	 s0 591
G 0,02 1.6 3/4 50 -	 50 685
H 0.02 1.6 3/4 100 -	 25 503
rt
t
The average fracture stress data for the 4 3/4-inch thick, 3/16-inch
cell honeycomb specimens show the expected adhesive strength degradation.
The strength data for the 1.6-inch thick, 3/4-inch cell honeycomb material
were hard to compute because of the difficulty of measuring the actual frac-
ture area. The nominal 3/4 x 1-1/4-inch cell size permitted only one anda r;
fraction of a cell on each side of the specimen to be included in the 2-inch
square tensile specimen area. Therefore, the measurement of the load area
was based on a determination of the lineal inches of cell wall multiplied by
the cell wall thickness. This measurement was obtained by impressing the
fractured end of the specimen on an ink pad, printing on paper, and measuring
lineal distances with a scale. The appearance of the adhesive in terms of
color and filleting action is almost identical to that of the 4 3/4-inch core
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TABLE A- I
SLINVARY OF 13OND STRENGTH
HONEYCOMB SPECIMENS
F_	
Number of
Specimens
Face Sheet
Thickness
Core
Thickness
Core
Cell
Bond Strength
Top Bottom
(18 in. x 18 in.) In. In. In. Percent Percent
2 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 100 100
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 100 75
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 100 so
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 100 25
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 75 75
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 so so
1 0.020 4 3/4 3/16 25 25
2 0.020 2 3/16 100 100
2 0.020 2 3/16 100 50
2 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 100 100
1 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 100 50
1 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 50 50
1 0.063 4 3/4 3/16 100 25
1 0.020 1 5/8 3/4 100 100
1 0.020 1 5/8 3/4 100 so
1 0.020 1 5/8 3/4 100 25
1 0.020 1 5/8 3/4 50 50
specimens. Degradation was not observed, which may be attributable to the
large cell size. The specimens were considered satisfactory for NDT
evaluation
ADHESIVE ROD SPECIMENS FOR DAMPING MEASUREMENT
Adhesive specimens were prepared as rods approximately 1/4 inch
(0.006 meter) in diameter and 5 in. (0.13 meters) long for damping determina-
tions with the internal friction spectrometer. The specimens were initially
prepared in block form by laying up 6-700 pieces of 2 by 2 inch (0.05 x
0.05 meter) HT-424 type II adhesive films and bonding in a restraining die.
The adhesive film in two blocks had been preaged at 49°C (320'K) for 10 and
20 minute periods to degrade the bond strength. Six rod-shaped specimens
90
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rwere machined from each block as shown in figure A 2. Three specimens of each
bond level were tensile tested to determine the effectiveness of the bond
degradation. The data (table A-II) showed negligible degradation and selected
rod specimens were further aged at 260°C (533°K) for periods of 15, 24, and
46 hours, The additional exposure gave acceptable bend degradation on the
order of 25 and 50 percent tensile strength levels.
TABLE A-II
HT - 424 AWESIVE TENSILE ROD SPECIMEN DATA
Specimen
Area-
(in.2)
Ultimate
Load-(lb)
Stress-
(psi)
R
(X103)
Good Bond	 IA 0.0495 118 2380 (3)
1B 0.0491 116 2360 (3)
ic 0.0487 107 2200 (3)
Degraded	 2A 0.0487 99 2030 503
Bond-10 Min	 213 0.0491 100 2040 (3)
@49°C (1 )	 2C 0.0491 95 1.930 631
Degraded	 3A 0.0487 119 2440 (3)
Bond-20 Min	 3B 0.0495 116 2340 (3)
@49,O C	 ( 1)	 3C 0.0491. 114 2320 (3)
Degraded	 1D 0.0487 79 1620 (3)
Bond-15 Hr.	 1E 0.0491 76 1550 (3)
0260OC(2) I
Degraded	 2D 0.0495 68 1374 747
Bond-24 Hr.
@260OC(2)
Degraded	 3D 0.0499 44 882 626
Bond-46 Hr.
@260'OC(2)
Note (1) Before Bonding
Note (2) - After Bonding
Note (3) - Initially, modulus data were sought from the Load cohesion
curves obtained by means of extensometers. However, it was  found that
the knife edges of the extensometer caused premature failure. Data were
then calculated from the movement of the clamps, but the results were
erratic due to the uncertainty of the exact clamping point.
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MATERIAL SCIENCE ENGINEERING
Figure A2. Ifl'-424'Type Adhesive Specimens for Damping and Tensile Testing
s
BLOOMINGDALE TYPE HT-424 ADHESIVE PROPEJUY DETEDIINATION
The strength of the adhesive bond between the face sheet and core in
honeycomb panel is determined by two factors; the bulk viscoelastic properties
of the adhesive, and the extent of contact between the adhesive and the two
metal surfaces. An experimental program was conducted to determine the range
of variation in the viscoelastic properties of the adhesive which is likely to
be encountered in honeycomb panels due to variations in the conditions of
preparation of the adhesive.
It was expected that the stress-strain relationship for the adhesive
could be approximated by that of the "standard linear solid":
0- + T,('= ER
	
+ T0'
where Tc. and Ta-denote the relaxation times for the adhesive under constant
strain and stress, respectively, ER represents the steady-state elastic
modulus, T and c denote stress and strain, respectively, and 6 , and i are
their time rate of change. At constant frequency, the relation can be
rewritten as:
1 + W 2 T 
T 
T 
C + i'( T T - 
T C
0' (u') = c (W) ER	 2
+ (WT
and, providing T.-is close to T,, as it is for most solids, one has
approximately:
a- ( w)
	 E (w) ER (1 + is*]
with:
a* = w(T	 TE	 + (WTC) 
2
and is, in more familiar terms, the internal friction of the adhesive.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
An elastic constant, internal friction spectrometer (reference 14) was
employed to determine the modulus of the adhesive to a high degree of
93
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resolution. The essential feature of the spectrometer is the fact that it
holds the specimen in oscillation at its resonant frequency and at a preset
strain amplitude, regardless of the energy dissipated in the specimen, and
measures the internal friction of the specimen through a measurement of the 	 k# I
driving -force necessary to maintain the preset amplitude. Consequently, the
instrument permits continuous measurements of the specimen resonant frequency,
hence Young's modulus.
The mathematical basis for the system is that the vibration amplitude
near resonance of a driven, damped, oscillating rod is:
A = (F/m)	 (w
2 
_ w
2)
1 
where A is the amplitude of
force, m is the total mass
is a resonance frequency of
+ W 
4	 21-1/2
r P* (WA
oscillation, F is the magnitude of the driving
of the cylinder, w is the driving frequency, and w r
the specimen under longitudinal strain.
The test apparatus allows simultaneous measurement of F and A at a given
frequency and can be preset to maintain a fixed strain amplitude at the
resonance frequency. Measurement of the fundamental resonance frequency wo
and F(wo) then yields ER and a* (wo) through the relations
E
= PQ 
2 
w 
2 /,rr 2R 	 0
and
a* (W 0 ) = F (wo) /M W 2 A(wo)0
where p is the density of the rod and Q is its length. Measuring A(w o) for a
range of frequencies about resonance, holding F fixed, provides another means
of determining a*, since a* is directly proport-icnal to the half-width of the
resonance peak:
* 6. )	 2 Aw
r	 W 
r
Figure A3 shows the test system. The system functions as a closed loop
composed of the specimen, transmitter, receiver, amplifier, and power ampli-
fier, which supplies the eddy-current driver. Generally this loop is of
sufficiently high gain so that it will oscillate at the resonant frequency of
a specimen when the loop is properly phased by means of the phasing control
in the control amplifier. Any change in the Young's modulus of the sample due
to the environment in which the specimen finds itself then appears as a change
94
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Figure A3. Elastic Constant-Internal Friction Spectrometer System
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in the frequency of the loop oscillation. Since 
the 
specimen is always at
resonance and the control amplifier holds the amplitude of oscillation con-
stant, a single measurement of the driving current, and hence the force,
yields a number proportional to the half-width.
A frequency-modulated transmitter is used to detect specimen oscillation,
This scheme of detection has several advantages over a p.^kezoelectric system iii
that the radio-frequency link is not sensitive to cable capacities as in a
bridge system,
The current in the oddy circuit drive, coil, which is proporticnal to the
half-width values, is measured by means of an ac millizoui=ter, In order to
obtain a normalization of current values to absolute half-width values, a
sweep circuit is employed in the system, A switch incorporated in the control
amplifier allows the regenerative loop to t)e broken and the standard reference
oscillator to be connected directly to the power amplifier. The reference
oscillator is then adjusted to one side of the specimen resonance and swept
through the resonance. The specimen response is measured by the voltmeter and
displayed on a high-speed recorder. From this curve an absolute value of the
half-width of the sample response curve can be obtained. Since the drive
Current, amplitude, and half-width are then all measured., the proportionality
constant between force and current is obtained directly,
The rod-shaped HT-424 specimens were prepared witih varying degrees of
bond strength for testing in the spectrometer. The specimens were dimen-
sionally measured and supported in the vibration fixture as shown in
figures A4 and A5, Calculations of Young's modulus for the resonant frequen-
ties of the varying bond strength adhesive specimens gave values in the wane
range as the tensile tests (500,000 to 700,000).
TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Measurements were carried out on three adhesive specimens, each of which
was cured at a different temperature (200P, 250F, or 350F). These measure-
ments generally confirmed that the adhesive behaves as a "standard linear
solid" for which the relaxation times T ,and T . and the steady-state elastic
modulus ER vary with the curing temperature.
In figure A6, the amplitude in the neighborhood of the fundamental
resonance it shown for the sample cured at 200F. From the half-width of the
der ives the value of a* at w = 6.38 x 104	 -1	 -2.peak, one '	 sec	 to be 4.7 x 10
It was also possible to drive the specimen at its next longitudinal
resonance, which for these conditions of support occurs at 3w o. Figure A7
shows the resulting resonance peak from which one derives the value of a* at
W 19.7 x 104 sec- 1 to be 4.0 x 10-2.
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Similar measurements for the other two specimens showed no detectable
variation in a* between w o and 3wo (Figure A8), suggesting that the peak in
a* (w) was shifted to lower frequencies. This shift is consistent with the
generally accepted view that the relaxation times -r for a polymeric solid are
given by a relation of the type
T = T 
0 
eW/kT
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, and IV is an
"internal bonding" energy, which should increase with curing time or curing
temperature (and, consequently, adhesive strength).
A separate check was made on this relation using the specimen procured
at 94°C, by measuring a* at w o and 3wo as a function of specimen temperature
up to and just past 94°C. The results of these measurements are summarized
in figure A9. As the temperature was increased up to WC, a* (wo) rose
markedly, showing that T indeed. wasdecreasing with increasing T. The speci-
men was then held overnight at 71°C and a* was found to drop sharply, suggest-
ing that further curing was taking place, causing an increase in W.
The temperature was then increased further until a* (w o ) passed through
a maximum, at which point the specimen was again held at a fixed temperature,
this time for 4 hours. The resulting drop in a* confirmed that further curing
was taking place in the specimen. The subsequent measurements of a* as the
temperature was decreased show again a behavior consistent with the postulated
temperature dependence of the relaxation times.
The behavior of the damping, (or a*), at a frequency 3w is considered
significant in terms of its behavior at w. From figure A9, it will be noted
that no appreciable rise in a* at 3w took place within the temperature range
investigated. Such behavior is usually regarded as sufficient proof of a
relaxation type of internal friction, or that associated with a standard-
linear viscoelastic medium. According to Eqns. (4) and (9), the damping is
expected to pass through a maximum at to = 1. If it is assumed that WT
at about 98°C for a frequency w, then it would be expected to occur at a
hiaher temnerature when measured at a frequency 3w. This is the case since
T must be shortened by a factor of 3 in order to restore the maximal
condition.
Adhesive damping measurements using the internal friction spectrometer
over the ' 27°C (300) to 157'C (430°K) temperature range are plotted in
figure A10, showing a definite relationship between damping and test tempera-
ture as related to adhesive cure temperature and in turn to cohesive bond
strength. It is evident from figure A10 that a test method utilizing a tem-
perature controlled forcing function would significF-1^0 1_-ly increase the test
measurement range.
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jCalculations of the internal friction and Young's modulus from the
driving force and resonant frequency data show excellent agreement and
correlation with the destructive test data shown in figure All.
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APPENDIX B
MATHEMATICAL  ANALYSIS
OF HONEYMNS COMPOSITES
FOR BOND STRENGTH MEASUREMENT
Drs. L. Lac)Qiiaii and W. F. Hall
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Introduction
'Ilia model analyzed is shown in figure Rl. The panel is assumed to be
simply supported around the edges, witli no restraints. The panel dimensions
;Ire a x bo the loading area of the applied oscill,ati.ng (time dependent) Ares
sure 
q 
is P x R. The origin of the coordinates x ► yr and :z is taken at the
midnlane of the panel. The components of the dis placement vector 'in the
principal, coordinates are u, u, and w.
If the viscoelastic properties of the aMesive are assuiv.d to be inde-
pendent of the magnitude of stress. then the loading of the plate as shalm
in figure Rl can be split into a s)niimetric and an antisyniutietric mode of load-
ing, whose. stem is equal to the orig innl loading and the total panel response
can be obtained by sunernosit ion. Figure B2 illustrates tlae equivalent load-
ings used in this analysis. Tlie orip innl lond .nR represents taro actual ern,
plied forcing; function, which, in this analysis, is assumed to be ap lied to
one face of the sandwich only.
Ilia follmving symbols frequently are used in this analysis others are
explained in the text.
V	 tilastic modulus
E (11w) Complex elastic modulus for a ;Frequency w
G	 Mastic shear modulus
G* (iw) Complex shear moudlus for a frequency w
^a	 Damping function
M	 t-bment
m, n Wes
Time
a	 Stress
Strain
T	 Relaxation time at constant stress
To	 Relaxation time at constant strain
T	 Relaxation time at cons tant shear stress
TIr	 Relaxation time at constant shear strain
Viscoelastic Stress Strain Relations
The adhesive bond, which is viscoelastic in nature, is expected to
behave as a standard linear solid. The stress strain relations then take
the form ( ref . l 4) t
a + T^1 = R (E + TE	 Q^	 (y)
where T and T denote the relaxation time for the bond under constant strain
and stress, re9pect vel.y; E represents the instantaneous elastic modulus;Q and a denote stress and strain,
	 Pres ectivelY ; and the dot .symbol is used to..indicate .tir first derivative of a variable with respect to time. Expressing
	 a
Q as a aZW sand a as e E w and substituting these relations into equation 1,
then tFie following; stress-strain relationship for the bond is obtained.
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a0 ° E0E * (iw)	 (2)
where C, *(iw) is the complex modulus and is defined as
1 + ZWTQ 	f(1 + w2 TO T e) + iw(T a - OE)
E (2w)	 1 + wTe R ER L	 1 + w Te
and w represents the frequency of the forcing function. A plot of the abso-
lute value of EE as a function of w is shown in figure B3.
It can be seen that the absolute values of E* differ by a maximum amount
	
AER. Although the actual values of the bond constants, i.e. 	 , T , and T
as a function of bond strength can only be determined by testing, parametriE
studies can be conducted for the anticipated ranges of these constants and
their influence on the response of the panel determined.
In a similar manner, the frequency-dependent stress-strain relation for
shear can be expressed as;
TO = Y0G* (iw)	 (4)
where G*(iw) is the complex shear modulus and is defined as
(1 + W2'T T TY ) + 2WTTTY
G*(iw)
	 CR	 1 + W4T4	 (5)
Y
In equation 5, T and T denote the relaxation time for the bond urger constant
shear strESs andT shearstrain, respectively, anti G represents the elastic
shear modulus. The absolute value of G* behaves ig the same manner as E*,
see figure B3.
In general, w will be a numerically large number. The four relaxation
times are of about the same order of magnitude; hence, equations 3 and S can
he adequat,-,ly approximated by the following relationships:
E*(iw) = ERN + ia*cr)
(6)
G * (iw) - GR(1 + is*T)
where
a* = W(T	 T	 + W2T2)
C	 Cr	 e	 e
aT	 W(TT	 TY J^I1 + W2TY)
and
as << 1	 aT << 1
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I? mamic Loading
[:mnloying a doable Fourier series expansion, the time-dependent loading;
Q`, shown in figure BI, can be represented in the form
0^ m
(x, y, t) _	 Qmn sinm7r sin-? ezwt	 (7)
M=1 n=
where t denotes time, and
Q = 16 - s n
m"o 
, j "Yo sin 7rP r^innnQ
mn	 n mn	 a	 2a F
(x , y ) is the centroidal coordinate of the loading area PQ, and t? denotes
thg magmitude of the driving; Pressure.
Syum- tric Response:
The formulation used to develop he symmetric frequency response rela-,	
parallelstions for an adhesive bonded Honeycomb san(h i p el P	 method
employed in reference S. Tlie analysis takes into account the effects of
shear deformation of 1)(Ah the core and bond, and the viscous properties of the
bond. Also, the thickness of the facings is assumed to be small in comparison
to thi- thicl:tic'SS of the core
Me plate's geometry and coordinate system are shown in figure Bl. The
cirections of the positive moments and shears acting; on an element of the
Plate are shown in figure B4.
Tt
'I'tie core, bond, and face sheet w ill be :considered to he .isotropic., and
the core and bond materials will be considered only capable of resisting the 	 F
shear forces Q and Q	 Further we will consider five components of dis-
placements forxthe plate, namely, w, 	 The positive directions
of these components are illustrated in
x
 fire.
Corresponding to figure B5, the displacement relations for the sandwich
are:
U (Z) = Zx
V(Z) Zo	 for tC/2 S Z 5 -to/2	 (7a)
w(Z) _ Z
u (Z) 1/2t^0 + 0x( Z 1/2to)
V(Z) = 1/2 to^y + 01(Z	 1/2tC)	 Z ? 1/2tG	(7b)	 ".
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Figure 4B. Positive Sign Denotation for Forces and Moments
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u(Z) - -1/2tcox + Ox (Z + 112t(„)
v(N) = - 1/2tc^y + 0y (Z + 112tc) 2 :5-112tc (7c)
wCI) - w
The stress components corresponding to the strains defined in equation
7 are given below; and, as mentioned previously, the honeycomb core shear
modulus is considered to be isotropic, i,e., G* ?= Gx = G'.	 Also, the bond
layers, for simplicity, are considered to tae Ct ual an thickness.
Core
= ^NJ = G I 	^y
aw#
^yz c ay
axz
►
aay - Cc	 x
aw
+ 
ax
Bond
^y^ '
 
at
	
= G*	 ' + LW
ay
aw (8b)
°xz
-	 —*	 O ►ewx	 c	 x + ax
for the lower face
R_
^x -
E	 1
f1 - VZ	 2tc
x x
ax + t^ ax +
1
v	 2t^ ay	 + tB a
z =
ay E	
1
1 — v	 tC --	 -By	 + tE ay	 r 1tv	 2
x
+ t
c ax	 B
a^ 
x
ax
(8c)
CI z = c 1t aOx + t DO; + ?t a ^ + t a^	
1
xy	 z c ay 	 B ay	 z cax	 Bax
?f
tAj
u
Y
In the above equations, E. G. and v denote the Young 's
 modulus, the shear
modulus, and Poisson's ratio of the face sheet material, respectively.
	
Also y
the stress components for the upper face are simply the negative of the stress
components in equation 8c.
^AThe relationships between the shear faces and the bending moments illus-
trated in figure B5 are;
(1/2) t +t
Rx _f	 c B T _ eGc 	 + axxxzdz	 x + 2tBG*	 ax +	 x	 (9a)()p f 1/) tc-tB
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(1/2)tC+tB
dZ = t G o	 + a^	 2t c;* a w + ,	 (Jb)
(1/2)tC-tB
11^ftf 	1112
M =	 axZdZ +
	
a Zdu
112	 112-t,^
 f	 x
t ft^ft a x vat	 ax + ^a ^
2	 x + --	 1+ tBt
	-ax	
(Jc)
y
11/2+tf 	-1112
My	 ayZdZ +	 ayZdZ = (1 --- r
1112	 -N12-tf
t
	 a— 0
	
va Ox 
+ t t? 
a+ va 
Ox2	 y + ax	 B	 aY	 ax
(9d)
'*I
il 11/2+tf
M
xy	 ax y ZdZ + f
1112
t t 1t a^	 a^
axyZdZ = G -^ aI +	 +
ra^x
	aY
t t 1	 +
ay	 as,^
(90
13
Me rotations ^' and ^' are dependent displacement components, and by
equating the bond shear stress to the core shear stress at their junction(equilibrium requires this condition) we find;
G'	 G'
e^ aw	 y
x - G* ^x	 ax _ G -
C'	 G'
_	
c	 + aw	 c	 1 1
u — G* ^y	 ay	 G
Me angles of rotation ;13x and B	 of the face sheets relative to the midplane
of the panel can be seen from figure BS to be
x
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r
^	 y
aB 	 I tC` x + tB O t	 to + tB
(11)
Br =^ 2 o$	 tB	 I tC + tB
Neglecting the rotary inertia of the core, the symmetric equations of motion
for the sandwich plate become
am	 V	 a2B
ax + a	
_ 
Rx I at
W4	 a«	 a2B
--.Y + --a R = r
ay	 ax	 y	 at
a
'+—'-+q= M -
ax	 ay	 at
where
c
(12)
Y
`A
P
I - 
2	
,	 M  2PBtB + Zp ft f + P CtC
and p, pB , p
C
, denote the mass density of the face sheets, bond, and core
mater al, respectively.
Substitution of equations 9 through 11 into equations 12 results in
the following equations of motion for the sandh r ich plate in terms of its
displacement components.
G o a2	 G I a2	
I'
E 1 + E2	 8 + GI + G2 	
a 
Gc ^x
By
G 
I
	
G' a 2	 G' 3
VE l + VE2 ^ + G i + G2 GC a	 + E2 	- 1 -a-3-
	
ax	 r
	
y	 ,.
G^	 G^	 83	 a
_	
_ w =E2v ^,^ 1 + 2G2	1	 ^' G H ax
axay
j	 x # a2 8x
	
(13a)
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yFy^.+, 	 ) yy	 +^,^..v' iq'	 ^	 ^	 '^N.
	 _
	
' 	 ^	 '^	
..	
, /	 ^	 . r,+	 s'*vA;	 .Y .	
x'f ^
	 ? .,^ „F t	 rtp	
.`a, r	 ^	
ti ^
	 'wc	 ^ • u
	
^. 	^ '-' ^k"'9§'e^l°1 A 'm'..	 .w;^^,^.,^:.^.-,^`._ 	..	 ^	 •	 ^	 -'°,r	 .°"e,`tr a^`3F` r^^t^,^ ^'^.a^ _
	G ► 	 2	
G 
	
z'1 + E2 0	 + (G 1 + G2 0
By
G ► 	 G ►
VE 1 + vE2 -7 + G1 + G2
a2
GQ11	 +
ax
a x+ L"2 (Go - r a' +
ay
e
Ii
F
G' - 
1 VE2 + 2G2 4,13 GIN a w
G	
ay ax	?f
..
_ I a 1oy + a2 9y
..
Cr11 a + , +G'N a=+ -8zw +q=M,wY— )
	
( ax	 ay )
(13b)
(13c)
where
E1 = Et tCN/2(1 - v2)
	
E2=EtBtUI(1
-
v2 )
G 1 = E 1 (1 W/2	 G2 E2 (1 - 0/2
al = ( tC + 2tBG 1^ 1G*)II	 a2	 2tB (G^ IG* - 1)/H
The sobu4tions for Ox , Oy , and w are assumed in the farms:
^x =EE  eiwt 0x(mn) cos max sin nb
m n
-W._
^Z _	 e	 o (mn) sin MM
a 	
cos	 bYm	 n
FIF iwt	 mnx	 nnW	 =	 0	 w(mn) sin	 sin (14)Q
M n
rt
which satisfy the simply supported boundary conditions for the Plate; i9ce
far x = p, a:	 M	 = 0,	 _ 0,	 w	 0-a^ x	 y
for y = 0, b:	
^' = 0x = 03 	 w = 0 (15)
a
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Substituting; equation 14 into equation 13, the following; system of algebraic
equations is obtained for ^x (mn) , ^y(rmi) , and w(mn) ; for the case where
m/a	 Vb
A j ^ (MO + A 2 ¢^ (mn) + A3w(rm7) = Iw o ^a i ^^(rm^) + az M"w(mn) (16a)
A20 (rmz) + A 10 (mn) + A30 (01) = Zw2 [(X1Ot (mn) + Ott 71 W(rmi)^ L10b)X	 y
C,f11 [cam
	
x(mn) +" ¢
J
(mtiJ
2
= 
1,t) (M? 1) 
W 2+ uG11w(rmz)
	 Q.'r	
-rrri (1Uc)
where
2	 Gr 	 Gr
A i 	 (El + ^ E2	 + (Lanll 	 + G2 
_G_^T	 + GBH
r	 r
A	
_=	 vE +vE	
C1+G +G_ G	
(=ay2 	 1	 2 G4	 1	 2 G" 
G?
A $ = 2E2 	 Cc	 1	 mn 3
`Ibe coefficients of these equations are complex, and the solutions for
(mn) , $ (rm,) , and W(mn) are, in general, also complex functions of iw,	 It
can be checked that Llie solutions for	 x (rrrz) , 0 y (mn) , and u) (rmz) are
0 (mn) = B 1w (mn) (17a)
0 Z' (mn) = B iwOnn)
V
^17bj
w(mnJ =	 -Mw2 + G#H
1.
2	 Q7r f	 + 2	 Q"	 B i (17c)mn
where
13 1 = 2Iw2a2	
a	
- 2A 3 2(Ai + A2- allwz)
r
Noting; the following;
G'	 ()3
2A3 = 4E2
	
m^+ 211Gr
G	 c
(18a)
a
to + 2tBGc' /6%	 tc + 2tBGc/GR(1 + iaT
a	 t^ + 2tB	 to + 2t 
to + 2tBG^(	 -	 aT)Ir
	
1 + XT (1 <- a?) (18b)
.t	 + 1t	 1 + 2t13^tcBC
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A I +n -
One can solve for the frequencies w at which the denominator in 17c is a
minimum, which are the resonances of the honeycoMb pvlel in Vile sya^tetric
mode, obtaining for I Q* I << 1 the polynomial equation.
(m7r 2
urn	
'^l a	 2B"	 mgr
	
f ?C(I - x 
T	
M	
- 
Pf(I
Ur,	 T 
N—)
7r 2
e	 2E 
(EF 
2 
	
,
P ft f^ t0 (1 + xT)	 p f(1 - v) 	 A2	 J	 (1J)
J
' 1tis equation i;tay be furthor simplified by defining;
2GI
W2
 --
z	 (lua)x P ft?O(1 -+ XT)
2Emfr 2
f
when the solution becomes
I MI, 2
wr = 1.2 + 1 +	
M	 + m
2 w	 +
1/2
I mfr z1	
wx 1 -	
M	
- m2wj	 + 4m2w wx	 (21)
Ilie frequency half-width r  of the resonance can be ol')ta ncd from equations
17c and 19 in the form
	
2	 2_2	 I m7i	 2 2	 I mnr	 m cAjiwx M a: - wrwx 1 + M a.	 22 '
r _ 4wr - z wx 1 + M(M'RN]+2 mw (A)r
j
P
i?
;t!
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Antis)7rK?tric Response
I'liis tv^ o of response 's oroducod b	 the antisN	 iotric loading; si owli in
figure B6.
	 Essentially this is the problem of an olo stic. plate vibrating on a
viscooltastic foundation.	 ilia plate loading. sign conven tion. and tvp	 of
deformation is shoin1 in ; iguro B6.
	
In figure B6, w l and w 2 denote the normaldeflection of the bottom and top tacc streets, respectively,
'llie equations of motion for the top and bottom face sheets are
-DP V l+1 l - kiwi + C1 = p f^ f 
atz
3202
-D fO w2 - k2w2 - 
q 
= P ft f	 gala)
where Df = Vt31,') (I - v2 ) 0 p f is the face sheet mass density, k 1 , h 2 ► are
the Spring stiffnesses of the foundations, and
dpi 	 D2 +	
32 
	
2
ax	 a
`lire normal loading q has one-half the magnitu^,e of the symmetric normal
pressure, i.e.,
q ^	 r^_ma, s 'n TTrx sin n,r	 (24
M
	 31	
a
Ilia face sheet's normal deflections are taken as
e»	 oo
LSI (X,yYa t) -
	 Al (mn) sin mlrx din t11ft^ e2wM= tt =	 a
(25
W 2 (x, Y, t)	 A2 (mn) sin max	 in '114y-eiwt
M=
where A a (mn) and A2 (mn) are complex quantities.
Substitution of equations 24 and 25 into equations 23 and noting; that,
in general, the k's are complex quantities, i.e., functions of iw, yields
the following equations
2 22	 R
-D f	 an	 +	 U.^	
- k fA1(mn) +
	 n + p ft 2Ai (m)_ 0
(26)
, 2 	 2 
-D f	 an	 +	 - k A2 (mn) _
	 Mrs + p ft fW 2A 2 (mn) _ p
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Asa first approximation of the core response to the ant .symmetric
excitation, we will consider only the stresscomponent a N to be present in
the core, 'Ilhc corresponding equation of motion for this state of stress is
aa,,	
aZwN
where P is a mass (tensity, and the stress-strain relation tales the form
a : E Do
N	 as
'i7hc coordinate systems to be considered for the core are illustrated
in figure B7. If we neglect the core inertia, which will generally be small
compared to the face inertia, equations 27 and 28 can the coN)ined to yai.eld.
2
.^	 (2J)
a^
'i'he displacements for the core constituents can be represented by
Wt - E ^ sin max  sin n e'ot
C rn n
Wt ,	 B sin max sin nw etwt
	 (3U)
B m n
Wt2 -
	
B2 sin max sin nR' 
a wt
m n
where the coefficients Cam, B I and B2 are only a function of the N
coordinate
Substitution of each of equations 30 into equation 29 and integrating
results in the following expressions for the displacements coefficients
for the core constituents.
nrn
Al + Z2A2
(27)
(28)
P,
the constants of integration in equation 31 can be determined from the
following boundary conditions:
aw
e
ar
at Z2 C , EC	 = E .a
^w
awC
at Z2 	 tQ , Ec a	 # az
at	 Z 1 ._. p	 wb = w
c
(32)
at	 l2 = D	 Wb = we
at	 Z 1 -- tP	 w	 = wl
,t2	 OW2
where R I
 is the Young's ' modulus for the honeycomb cord, and E'' is the
complex CYoung's modulus of the hone.
Substitution of equations 30 and 31 into equation 32 and ,solving for
the constants of integration yields;
A l = ! (A 1(mn) + A 2 (mm)
A2 = [A 1(mn) + A2(mn) ]tC ( 1 + X*)
(1 + V/Z)
	 1 XQA2 (mn)
A $_ - 1 +--- A 1(mn) +
	
1- + (33)Q	
CT
A4 = A6 = {(Ec/E*tc)[A,(mn) - A2(mn)]}/(1 + X*)
Cr
• 4
1	 XQA 1 (mn)	 (1 + XQ12)A2(mm)
2	 1+ Q	 1+ Q
•
assuming that
t,- t2 _ tE and XQ = 2tBE Vt E
I§	
a
{j
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K'Ibe values for the complex spring stiffnesses can now be determined
from the condition:
if 	. awb
7= to	 k f o l am' a
( aa)
Z 3
 = -tE
	
amb
as
Substitution of equations 25 acid 30 into equation 34 results in
k: - a * lA z (mn) - A2 (mn) j 1 1 (mn)	 1
 X35}	 ^
k j -a 4 [4 1 (mn) - A 2 (mn) 1 1A2 (mn)
where
EYtc( 1 + Xa )
Combining equation 35 with equation 26, and solving; for the Fourier
coefficients of the face sheet displacements, yields:
E	
A1(mn)	 (Rmn/2)1(C1 - za p+)
(3G)A 2 (mn) _ -Al(mn)
where
	
2	 2 2
Cz -D
	
a^ + b^	
+ pftfW2
As in the symmetric response case, the .imaginary part of E* is small
relative to its real part, andi the natural ,frequency for each antisymmetric
mode shape can be approximately btained b setting he r
	 part of the
denominator in equation 36 equal
	 yl to
 zero. Noting that, 
2 {	 ^^	 mn	 n' 2 	 c
	
r	 w	
U-)	 C	
^	
a
C1aC!
	 v.Df
	
+(,—')2]2
 
+ Pft
	
" t
	
'^' ^( I + 2u*7T"J i
2 
	
2E'	 iX a*
-D 	 mfr ++ t 2 	 1	 °-____.a
f Q
	
(.n7r)2]2.p
f 	- tC	 1 + XQ 1 + o
where
X=2t '/tE
a	 HEC c R
1.24
,-
. u	 ^.
r
.	
r	
.; •	 ^"' ^ P,	 mac:_	 ^	 rt	 < x'"a7ri_: Fw*,y.'^. fwi::'i1	 _,wr."`a:..::.., .« ....
late resonant frequency becomes
t
. E, r 	2
2 N
	
a/to	 *	
.^	
mn2+(F)2]2
	 (37a)
wa P t 1 ♦ X	 22(2 - v4Jp IT-)
or
2	 2wa
a'^+ ^r? 	 m2+n2
2 	 (37u)29 a	 b
where
2E r
2En2
	 	
c
w_ap 
.f 
1 V	 end	 w a^P
f 
tt 1 +XC	 af 
Hence, at resonance the maximum response of the panel is
Rmn12 	( z t 
Xa)2tCQMn
41(mn) C— W
	 x
o
 a E	
(38)
 cr c
fy
	
	
Also, the half bandwidth, i.e., the incremental change in the response
frequency which produces a response of one-half of the resonance value, as
illustrated in figure B8, can be determined from the following condition.
2
+r	 ^	
r
2 2E	 X a	 2E .
-P	 mgr + (n-ff 2 + P t (w + r) 2
	
c	 a s 2 
_11
[(a)	 f .^ a	 a	 to 1+ Xa	 1+ X	 to
or
2 ^ ^	 Qav	 ZEDPft f(..WarQ + rQ) _ Zp ft rrr 	 1 + Xt	 _ (3)Q	 c
hence,
rr EcaQ CT r t fp f(1 + Q)atc
It should be remembered that when using equations 38 and 39, a *
be taken as
Wa Q(^r	 TE)Y
as	 1 # W t	 (40)
a E
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Resonance of the Honeycomb Structure
k
	
	 From the foregoing development, the following conclusions can be draioi.
1110 response of the honeycomb panel to an oscillating, driving pressure
on one of the face sheets is largely determined by the location and damping
i
	
	 of the resonant frequencies of the honeycomb structure. For every half
wavelength (a) whidi fits an integral number of times (m) within the panel
length s), i, e., m alx, there are three resonant frequencies of the struc-
ture: two (w , w ) from the symmetric mode and one,w , from the anti-
symmetric mode.
	 location of these resonances is, of course, dependent
`
on the mechanical properties and thicknesses of all the layers in the panel.
However, by defininga^propriate combinations of these quantities, one can
reduce to four the numi,er of variables needed
 to determine the resonant
frequencies.
	 For the symmetric mode, these variables are:
w	 ^. --(1
+ v	 a
f^
which depend.-;only on the properties of the face sheet.
wf - Et t ^--- (7t)2
of	 e
Ibis equation contains the elastic properties of the core and, through X
the properties of the adhesive bond.
p f!Z21z	 z
_	 _
2pft- + 2p 13 B ++0 C a	 }
f which depends on the mass distribution in theanelp	 ,and, finally, the
nmiber of half wavelengths m.
	 Jlor the antisymmctric mode, w 2 	 is
replaced by
w	 (1 - v2)Ff
	 2
r i N /y /	 C a/:^1iC(i^l 1	 + a)	
ir)
u
J
an , in place of R, one must sJaecfy the ratio of panel length to face sheet
	 z:
r thickness, alt fo
iii figure B9, the symmetric and antisymmetric resonance frequencies are
	 F"
plotted versus wave number for the range of elastic constants an(] thicknesses
likely to be encountered in honeycomb panels used for aerospace structures.
For
	 Aw2	 small compared to unity, the symmetric .mode resonances are given
appro, imately by the formula:
wr1^	 ^ wry ^_ w
m	 x mrR
wl	 wl	 w
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Ilia antisymmctric: rude resonance is approximately $ iveti by
I 32
W1	
4)7	
cr R
lie thicImess and elastic modulus of the ndliesive modulus of the Mies-
ive bond influence these frequencies only through the factors
^tg rot
	
e	 B
or 
g 1+ Xc1 *	 Ca
Dc
Ilie. ratios X	 and X will be small compared to unity for most honeycomb
structure;t; consequently;the location of the resonances will be insensitive
to changes in tte properties of the adhesive bond.
What will be affected by the bond is the damping or half-width of each
resonance, since the dissipation of elastic energy takes place primarily
clue to the viscosity of the adhesive.	 Mach resonance half-width	 in f.•act
is proportional to the factor.
1--
so that the Half-width will vary approximately linearly with bond thickness
or bond modulus.
In figure BIO, the resonance widths for the symmetric and anti.syimmetric
modes are plotted against wave number.	 It should he noted that the widths
( for the higher symmetric resonance fail rapidly to zero with increasing
wave number, while the widths for the lower symmetric mode approach z con-
stant fraction of the resonance frequency.
	 For w^w	 small, one can write
for these: widths the approximate formulae,
2
2	 rrl	 ..	 1	 wac
A	 wrl " Yr1	
.. .
2	 r_r2 
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wr2 Yr 
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The peak amplitudes at resonance are also sensitive to the properties of
the adhesive bond, as one would expect. However, the relative difficulty of
obtaining reproducible absolute amplitude measurements may make such a monsure-
ment process an unattractive approach.to bond quality determination, It should
prove far simpler and more accurate to select a frequency range and a trans-
ducer size for which the most readily excited resonances are narrow and iveU
separated, and they
 to measure the resonance widths to determine the adhesive
bond parameter A,
Paux aT	 aTxz 32u
ax +	 +	 a	
a p a`
 t^'
as 9 	 aT
^ ^ + P a^t
(alb
ay ax	 a z a
aaz aTzx	 aTiZ^ a2w
az
, ax + ay = P-577
where no body forces are considered to be present, u, v, and w are common-
ents of the displacement vector (see figures Bl and B5 for positive sign
convention for disnl^.cements, forces, and moment components), a denotes
normal stress, T 6(e110tes shear stress, the first stress subscript denotes
the direction of the outer unit normal on Uie surface of a parallel piped
head'and the second the direction of the stress component acting on 'this
surface.
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ROTARY INERTIA CON SID MTIONS
These are the equations of motion for the symmetric response of adhesive
bonded panels. The contributions of the core and adhesive to the plates'
rotary inertia were neglected. For a (leap core and/or a thick bond line
these contributions can be of the same order of megnitude as that of the
face sheets; hence, a more general formulation of the symmetric sand« ch
response equations was derived. These new relations properly account to
the first order for the ^.jntribution of each constituent of the sandwich
Panel, to its rotary inertia. Also, the honeycomb core shear modulus is not
considered to ].)a isotropic, Le , C# # C' , and three rather than the pre-
vious two natural frequencies occur for eNh symmetric mode shape of the
panel. '!'his additional natural frequency is caused by the orthotropy of the
core, i.e., the natural frequencies associated with the core material are dif -
ferent in the two orthogonal directions and only become equal when the shear
modulus in these directions are identical.
The stress equations of motion of three-dimensional elasticity in
Cartesian coordinates are
r.
The components of the bending and twisting moments and the transverse s
shearing forces per unit width of the :late are defined as
'(x/2+t f
JI
—	
jrM^ —f
	
(a ay Tx ^:+ da
(H/2tt
(H12+t	
(az)
fi
(Rx, Ry) J
	
(Txzp Tyz)dz
(H/2+t1
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In the classical theory of elasticity there are six components of
stress and strain; in this analysis only five of these components will
be accounted for. 'l}iat is, in agreement with classical theory the components
dz and ez will be considered to be equal to zero.
By assuming that the u and v components of the displacement vector are
proportional to z and w is independent of z, because c,, is taken to be zero,
we have
	
ti
U = Ox(x, y, t)
V = ZOy (x, Y, t)	 (43)
w w (x, y , t)
where ^x and 0y are yet to be determines C2 funtions of x, y, and t.
By employing a different set of $ 's and 0 's for the core and adhes-
ive layers as illustrated herein and iWe same skress-strain re ations, we
obtain upon the integration of equation 42, the following expressions for
the moment and force components.
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The appropr^i.ate equations of rotary motion for the plate are determined
in the following manner- (reference 1)
Multi l in the first two of equations 41 by z and integrating over
the plate thickness and noting the definition in equation 42, hence
(H/2+t^J	 1
aMx	aM	 J aTZx	 a2u
ax +' +	 az " ^' a t"z' Z da	 °
(HI2+t 1
(45)(H/2+t^.1
aM^x	
f 
a	
_	
a2v
ay + ax +	 + as	 P a-T z 'dz °
(H/2+t1
J	 1.
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Noting that
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:Since no shear forces are applied at the elate surface; with the use of the
displacement relations presented herein we find also:
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Integrating the above and neglecting higher order geometric terms
results in the following relations
(11/2+tfJ
2 4t 	 2P 32U xd ^_ P	 Pc 
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Hence, equation 45, which includes the primary rotary inertia compon-
ents of the core and adhesive, becomes
2
arx + aM -	 I a Fx	 (46a)
ax	 ay	 ate ,
any 	 aM	 ,^
ay 
+	 Qy s 
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r-	 (4610
at
where
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a C r ^C^ + P BtBtc	 + to 	 * Z^B ' '
Sy Vp—f b`t ,Fl	 7,74  ^y tl y_	 H y
'flee third equation of motion is easily obtained by multiplying the
last of equation 41 by da and integrating over the thickness of the plate;
thus
(H/2+t?
BQ	 aQ	 3 2W
_Mdox+ x
ax +ay
(H/2+t
where M, as before, is equal to 2(pftf + pBtB) + pctc•
Since
i(
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^G
iF	 d
+ (HI 2+tfJ
da	 _ Qa f H/2 + t f) - Q (-T1/2 - t f) _ q - 0 _ q
-(H/2+t?
where ,q is the normal appl ied to the top surface of the plate. I texYCV	 the
forty-third equation of motion becomes
8Qx
	
a2
+q- M
atTax + 	 ay
(46c)
r
s Equation 46 replaces equation 12. It Should be noted , that these relations
differ from those in equation 12 only in the definitions of 0
the
and 0
	
These
platek and,beta functions represent the effective angular rotation of
r
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as such, contain the influence of the core constituents.Equations 46a and
401) become identical with the previous results if pB and p c are equated to
zero.
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Me application of }naval-nozzle vibration-exciters is biased upon the
principle of a pulsating supersonic air jet impinging on the panel being tested.
In one case the jet is chopped at a predetermined frequency by means of a
rota ng. disk containing uniformly spaced holes placed around ! and near, }F
the periphery of the disk.	 The Pulsing frequency of the jet is equal to the
rate at which the holes in the rotating disk pass by the jet.
In the other case, either one or two slits (depending upon the node of
chopping the Air	 et) are cut into a very small plate mounted on the free end
of a vibrating cantilever beam and are made to vibrate across the air jet.
Tl ►e beam is driven either magnetically or by eddy current methods at the
resonant frequency of the beam.	 The beam is driven at its resonant frequency
in order to achieve a sufficiently high amplitude of vibration of the slits.
Specified below are some of the 	 er-limiti.n
	
values of the performance
characterisics desired of these exciters and some of the laboratory condi-
tions available: T
1.	 Milsing frequency by supersonic jet should be cep to 10 9 000 cps.
2.	 The maximum force produced by each individual pulse of the jet
impinging on the panel should be in the range un to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
etc, pounds.
3.	 The maximum reservoir pressure of the laboratory air supply is 100
psi, although an operating reservoir pressure of 80 psi may be
more desirable.
4.	 To achieve the largest jet-velocity possible, a su personic jet i
with a Laval-nozzle is used. 	 The Laval nozzle is designed so
that the supersonic jet emerges from the nozzle at atmospheric
Pressure.
#I
VIBRATION EXCITER BASED ON MOPPING JET BY A ROTATING DISK x
'171e study is carried out assuming a laboratory air supply with a stag-
nation pressure of 100 psi, and also using a stagnation pressure of 80 psi.
To assist the reader in understanding how the results were obtained, the
assumptions and the details of the calculations are included herein. t
Me conditions for the first design are:
1. Reservoir pressure, 100 psi.
Z, 'Diameter of circle on wheel on which orifices are Placed, 12 inches. I
3 Mickness of wheel no thinner than 1/16 inch,	 j
4. Force Pulses to have a peak value of 0.1, 0.2, 03, etc, pound,
138
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5. Exit cross section of Laval nozzle is circular; holes in wheel also
are circular. In order to insure that the pulsing force varies as nearly
as possible from zero to a maximum value without spreading the holes out
around the wheel excessively, the holes are assumed to have a diameter
1) = 2d, where d diameter of nozzle - exit. The centers of the holes are
also assumed to be spaced a distance (4d) apart on the 12-inch diameter
circle.
With the foregoing assumptions, the design calculations proceed as fol-
lc4vs using the NACA R 1135 Aerodynamic Tables p (22) .
n	 1. For a reservoir pressure F of 100 psi and a larval nozzle discharge
pressure of P = 14.7, the t ach nuH)er of the discharge is M = 1.91.
Therefore, thl stagnation pressure can the upstream side of the nor-
mat shock in front of the panel being 'tested is Ntl . 100 psi.
2. The stagmation pressure P on the downstream side of the normal
shock in front of the pa4i is therefore,
rt2	 ti 0.7627 = 76.27 psi
3. For the present, assume that the peak farce F to be exerted on the
panel is 0.1 pound. The area A anti. the diameter d of the nozzle-
exit required to produce this force is,
F	 0.1	 -3 . 2	 nagA =	
_ 'Tt'^'T = 1.311 x 10 in. IL-^-
4
d = 0.041 inch
This is the diameter of the exit of the nozzle that will produce a
force of 0.1 pound on the panel,
4 The throat diameter d* of the nozzle must therefore be,
^.
d*2 s d
2 
_ 16.8 x lU- 
4
10.715 x 10-4
rr T. ,	 `35'68
d* _ 0.0327 inch
a
:r
AI
k}
^^ f
^G
x
5. Tlie number of holes (n) that can be placed on the 12-inch diameter
circle on the chapping wheel is obtained as follaws, Assume that
these holes have twice the diameter (d) of the exit of the nozzle
and that the centers of the holes are (4d) arnrt. That is, 4 x
0.041 n 0.164 inch apart. Thus,
n	 12" w 229.8 hopes
16
Vii. The dependence of the frequency of the pulses on the revolutions
per minute of wheel is obtained as follows,
rpm 0 Yxilsing frequency_ (f) 60 n (60/229.8)f = 0.2612fn
For a pulsing frequency of 2,500 pulses per second,
rpm = 0-.2612 x 2500 n 653 revolutions per minute
In Me manner, one obtains the Hollowing table:
r
yY
S
iR
P 2 0 500 5,000 7,500 10 0 000 12 0 500 15,000 200000
^m 05.3 1,306 1;959 2,612 3,265 3,920 S,222
7.	 The velocity of sound (a ) in the air of the reservoir at the tem-
perature To = 519.4° R,(80* r) is given by
ao a 49.0 ^ in fps
49.0 3SITT = 1,116 fps
The velocity V of the air at the exit of the Laval nozzle(M = 1. 91)
is therefore given by,
V = ao x 1.4523 = l j 116 x 1.4523 1 9623 fps
Density p of the air in the reservoir at the temperature T
60° F is,o
8.
9 i
100_ (1 _ n7A s (1 _ S1 AS 1h -%ar ns f*	 ^11	 ^
k`
10. The mass of air per square foot per second (p^o discharging from the
nozzle is,
PV U (p oVo) x U.36913 x 0 ,5185 x 1,116 x .36913
. 213.5 lb/ft2/sec or 1.484 Win. 2 sec
11. The mass (pVA) of air discharging at math 1.91 per second from
exit of nozzle,
APV (1.31 x 1U -3) 1.484 a 1. 945 x 10" lb/sec
12. The cubic feet of air V0 discharged Per minute from the reservoir at
100 Psi,
V ^ 60 , 1.945 x V-3 = 0
.225 cu ft/minuteQ	 Po	 .J
This is the volume rate of discharge of air from the reservoir at
the sir Pressure and density of the air in the reservoir.
Time (t) required for jet to traverse a distance (w) of 1/16 inch,
a possible thickness of the chopping Aeel, at Pt = 1.91. The ,yet
velocity is 1,623 fps
t 0 16 x "lo x,	 , 3.'L1 x 10" ^' sec
13.
In lake manner one obtains the other quantities in the following
tablet
w l/16 in. 1/8 in. 3/16 in.
t 3.21 x 1U^^ sec 6.42 x 10 -6 sec 9.63 x 10-6 sec
14. The required rpm of: the Wheel in order that it turn a distance (n-d)
in exactly the above time interval. t. 11iis is the maximum rpm that
the wheel may have in order that each pulse of air will be able to
Y
reach the maximum possible force of the het during each pulse-cycle
when the thickness of the. orifice is only 1/16 inch.
t s d is tance' `	 J)-d)velocity T2;r' rpm
i 60 (D- d) s	 60 x 0.041 w	 2n9320
-	 Tr t 127rx3.21x10
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If the orifice or wheel is twice as thick., that is 1/8 inch., then the
maximum useful rpm is l alf the foregoing,, that is, 10,160 rpm.	 Thus,
a chopping Acol thicker than 1/5 inch will not permit the maximum
forco to be exerted by the jet on the panel at nilsing frequencies
of 10,000 cps or greater.
The foregoing calculationsfor r n 0.1 hound were reheated for nnxinum
f
het forces of I	 U.2,	 .3, and0.4pound.	 Not only the exit diameter W) 4
of the Laval' nozzle increases 	 but also the diameter (P) of the holes on
the wheel .increases as (r) increases.	 In eac1i casethe diameter gi p) ofthe
holes in the wheel, satisfy the relation D = 2d, and their center - to-center
distance of separation around the 12-inch diameter circle on the Acel. is
21).
The results of the complete calculations for maximum impulse farces
I = 0.1, 0.2 0 0.3, and 0.4 is summarized in figures 0., C2, and C3.
'die design condition for the second vibration exciter, based on chopping
,jet by N^cans of a rotating; disk, is that the reservoir pressure is 80 psi.
All other conditions are the same as for the foregoing design.	 Tile results
of the complete calculations in this case for maximm immulse forces F ^ 0,1,,
0.2, X .3. and 0.4 is summarized in Ifigures C4, C5, and C6 similar to
figures Cl, C2	 and Cma.
VIBIWION EXCI`C'I'M BASE=D ON MOPPING J)'-,T BY A VIBRATING c1WI1.1 VER 131'sA"1
This method is based on mounting a small plate, containing one or two
narrow slots - on the end of a staff cantilever beam which is driven at its
resonant frequency either by a magnetic or eddy current drive.	 The super-
sonic air jet emerges from a narrow, rectangular Laval nozzle whose exit cross
section is smaller than the narrow slots on the end of the cantilever bean.
The vibration of the narrow slots on the end of the cantilever beam is
adjusted so that it chops the supersonic airstream at twice the frequency of -^
vibration of the narrow slots on the end of the cantilever begun.
Because of the electrical nature of a magnetic  or edd y
-
current drive, and
the ;fact that the frequency of the cantilever is half that of the chopping
frequency, the magnetic or eddy-current drive-frequency is, at the most, only n
one-fourth that of the chopping frequency of the jet. 	 Tl1e magnetic, or eddy-
?oregoing.current drive-frequency may also be a subharmonic of the 	 That is, x;if the desired pulse frequency of the jet is to he 10,000 cgs, then the mag;-
netic	 or edd -current	 drive-fre uencv should be 2 500	 s or a subharmonicr	 q	 cP
_`.of this frequency,
	
_ p
T)he design of a cantilever-vibrator such as the foregoing involves Wo
conflicting characteristics- of the vibrator, 	 Tlie cantilever beam must be
very stiff in order to attain a resonant frequency of 5,000 cps. 	 At the
same time, the amplitude of vibration of the free end must be great enough
to chop the jet satisfactorily.	 As will be indicated later, this amplitude
'should be at least a little greater than 1/32` inch.	 mince beryllium possasses
elastic properties more favorable for attaining high resonant frequency, as
well as amplitude of vibration, a preli.tui,nary calculation was made for a
vibrator of this material.	 This, of course, Precludes using; a magnetic drive.
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STAGNATION PP.ESSURE (100 PSI)
J
DISC SPEED AT WHICH PULSES ARE
BLOCKED
ii (DISC THICKNESS 1/16 INCH) 20 ,9 320	 28,565	 35,300	 400450
20,000
MAXIMUM PULSE FORCE
18 10 000 (POUNDS)	 0.1 C.2	 0.3	 0.4
16 000
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r	 - V
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` 10,000 ,
8.0000m
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40000m
;x
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0
r 0	 2,000	 4.0000 6,000	 8,000	 10,000	 12,000
RPM
s
Figure C3.	 Rotating Disc RPM Versus Pulse Frequency
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Figure C6. Rotating Disc RPM Versus Pulse Frequency
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rThe following gives the details of calculnti.on of the pulsing character-
istics of a jet whose stagnation reservoir pressure is 100 psi an( I
 vrhose
nozzle discharge pressure is 1 1 .7 psi when pulsed by a vibrator. In the
present case, the exit cross section of the Laval nozzle is a narrow
rectangle rattler than circular, as in the foregoing; case for the rotating
cJiopping disk. In all cases, the exit cross section is d 0.015 inch
Wide. The other dim-n5ion is adjusted to give the desired cross-sectional
area in each case. Tie, 	width 1) in talc vibrating; plate is assumed to
be 2d, taint is, 1) = 2 x 0.015 = 0.030 inch.
l
The chopping; plate on the end of the vibrating bean may contain either
one slot, or two slots. If the plate contains only one slot, the plate
is arranged so that the jet passes through the slot uni.mneded when the. ,slot is
passing through the equilibrium position of the vibrator. Under this condi-
tion, the slot is moving at its greatest velocity, transversely to the jet.
'llie duration of the maximum force F exerted by the jet is therefore consiJer
ably reduced over that for the case where the plate contains two slots.
Mien the vibrating plate contains two slots (each slot, I) = 2 x 0.015-
inch wide, and serarated by a center-to-center distance, 21) = 4 x 0.015-inch),
the plate is arranged so that in its eQuilibrium position the jet is complete-
ly closed off by the part (1) 2d = 2 x 0.015 inch wide) beween the shots.
In this arrangement the jet passes unimpeded through each .slot in the Plate
when it is around its maximum amplitude of vibration. Since the plate has its
minimum mean velocity around its maximum amplitude of vibration, the duration
of the unimpeded flow of the jet through each orifice must, he considerably
greater than in the foregoing case involving; only a single slot.
The following presents the calculation details for the single -slotted
vibrating plate. The values for the exit areas A of the Laval nozzle for
different forces F of the jet, in the following table, were deduced from
the results obtained in the foregoing; section which discusses "Vibration Ex-
citer Based. on (:Mopping Jet by a Rotating Disk."
I4orce F Exit Area Length (1) of Nozzle-Exit Area,
] produced of Laval Assuming; That Width. (d) of
by Jet- Nozzle Nozzle Exit Area is 0.015 Inch
0.1 1.33 x 10 .3 in. 2 0.0880 in.
0.2 2.62 0.1748
0.3 3,936 0.1748
0.4 5.242 0.3493
'11 le width of . 	jet orifice is d = 0.015 inch. .T.t is assumed that the
width 1) of the slot on the vibrator is 1) = 2d = 0.030 inch. It is assumed
that the amplitude of vibration of the vibrator will be equal to or greater
than 2d = 0.030 inch. Under this condition, the velocity of the vibrator
when the jet passes through the slot unimpeded is:
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bf
2Trf 2d cos 2Trft
if the displacement is liven by
x .. 2d s in 2Trft
where f ' is the frequency of the vibrator. The maximum velocity of the
vibrator is therefore
f = 2Trf 2 x 0.015 inch/second
From the foregoing the follaving table was rrepnred describing character-
istics of the pulsed jet exciter at different exciter- frequenci.e;;.
Cycles per
:second of
Cycles per
Second of Velocity (A) Time JAt)
j	 ime
lhirgion
Time Duration 
Betwegn Pulses
Air Pulses Vibrator in. /sec x 10 - 	 sec x 10	 sec x IO_ J sec
2 0 500 1P250 235.5 6.37 18.4 40.0
5 0 000 20500 471 3.183 8.2 20
7 , 500 3P750
 706 .8 2.15 o a4 13.3
10,000 5P000 942 1.50 4.00 10
(1) Velocity (iC) of slot in plate irhen jet is passing; throtigh ,jet unimpeded.
(2) Time (At) it takes vibrator to move a distance d 0.015. This is theduration of the time the jet Passes through slit unimpeded. lint is
the duration of the maximum force (F). That is, At	 (dl*) 0.015/it.
(3) Time duration during cycle in which jet is cut off by vibrator. /Assume
amplitude of vibrator is 2d = 0.030 in.
k'
;R
A
4
a
h,
i.A
Tlie time required for the ,jet stream to move a distance of 1/16 inch
equal to one thickness of orifice plate is obtained as follows.
	 The free
stream mach number is 1.91 and the exit jet velocity if 1,623 fps.
0.0625	 -6t =	 3.21 x 10	 second
The
L1toetheo late through
	 Plates of different thickness is
j
proportional
	 p	 t ^.ck
From calcu?ations such as the above the curves of figure C7 were prepared
These curves are suitable for design purposes.	 The design curves were made
for a single - slotted vibrator.	 In the following th	 vibrator consists of two
slots each 1) = 2 x .015 inch = 0.030 inch wide placed 2D = 0.060 inch apart r }
on the vibrating plate placed on the end of the vibrating; cantilever beam.
	
If
a reservoir pressure of 100 psi is assumed one obtains in like manner the
following resign curves. 	 (See figure C8.)
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Figure C7.	 Pulse Frequency Versus Single Slot Vibrator Frequency
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Figure CS.	 Pulse Frequency Versus Double Slot Vibrator Frequency (100 Psi)
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Similar calculations to the foregoing were carried out for a .reservoir
air pressure of 80 psi instead of 100 psi, The width of the Laval nozzle is
«gain d = 0.015 inch, the slot-width in the vibrating nlate 1) = 2 x U.015 inch
A 0.030 inch; and for the double-slotted Mate the senaration of the slots is
21) = 0.060 inch. Since the reservoir nressure is now 80 ns i, the mach number
of the floc? from the Laval nozzle is now 1.77. The design curves for a single
slotted vibrator is liven in figure C9.
The design curves for the double- s lotted vibrator are presentee in
figure clo,
1	 1
NOTES
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20 x ia'S
25  X 10—
VIP-
NOTES
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(2) AIR TWISIT TIMC FOR M	 1. 7 7 TI IROIac1 I
VIBRAT IM THICYIIESS CF:
3/ 16 T ICH
V I C	 I NCI I	 .
s
,
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^-, SX1^-
TOTAL. C.YCLr
w
v
f
H
lU	 X	 111"'5
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u
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sy
f
}
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0 _-	 **+► 	 ;
0 2	 500	 51;00	 7	 5011	 10 000	 x:
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FREQUENCY OF VIBRATOR (HERTZ)
Figure C10. Pulse Frequency Versus Double Slot Vibration Frequency
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DESIGN OF 1111 fAVAL N.OZZL O
Basic in the calculation of the performance characteristics of a Laval
nozzle are such Gas Dynamics Tatles as
a. "Equations, Tables, end (,'Darts for Compressible Flow", NACA Report
(1953) , by .Mies Research Staff
b. "Gas Dynamics Table-s for Air", by Howard 11. Dwons, Dover
Publications, IT*x
Generally, in the foregoing design, one is given the desired peak force
(F) of the jet (F = 0.1 pound for. example) , that the jet should emerge from
the nozzle at atmospheric pressure 1) = 14.7 psi, and the reservoir stagnation
pressure p (p = 100 psi for example). It is assumed that when the jet fin
ally striks tie panel under investigation that it will have passed through
a normal shock.
Tlie desired calculation then is the required nozzle throat area A*
and nozzle exit cross section A. These calculations may proce?d as follows:
1. Since the air is to emerge from the nozzle at p = 1.4.7 psi and the
t	 stagnation pressure pt = 100 psi, then
a.7 _
p 14. 7 = 0.147tl
i
2.
The exit mach number is therefore M = 1.91 (sne page 22, reference z,.
column 2, the 24th line from the bottom where p/r)t 0.147. Tlie
first column gives 1 4 = 1.91. )
'nie stagnation pressure p of the jet afte. Pressing through the
normal shock in front of the panel is therefore given by the same row
but 15th column in the table as
Tw 0.7627
t2100 x 0.7627	 76.27 psi
3. The exit area (A) of the nozzle is then obtained as follows;
76.27 psi is the force exerted b the `et per square inch..
T62obtain a force of only F 0.1 pound on the panel one uses the
following simple relation. 	 _f r
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F = nt2A
A p_F • 0
.1 : 1.311 x 1U
"3
 in,2
t2 ^t
If the area is to be circular the diameter (d) is obtained from
-^ 2_ = A = 1.3.11 x 10" 3 in.2
d = 0.041
This is the diameter of the exit area of the nozzle that will produce
a force of 0.1 pound can the, Panel if the reservoir pressure is 100
psis
If the exit area (A) of the nozzle is rectangular and has a width
d = 0.015 inch, then the length Z of the rectangular cross section(A) is given by
A _ 1. 311 x 103R = =	 = 0.0875 inch
.
4. The throat cross-sectional area A* is then obtained as follows.
In the same table and. row as before but in colum 7, one finds
d	 A - 1.568
.'	 _A* = A	 1.311 x 10
	
0$36 x 10I 	 n.2
a°	 mere A is the nozzle exit area found in part 3. The nozzle throat
diameter d* is then obtained from
^(d,^)2
=0.836x103
d* _ [ (4,/Tr) (0.836) x 10"3 1/2 = 0.03263 inch t
If the throat area A* is to be rectangular with a width d 0.015
inch, the length k* of the rectangular throat .should be
A* = 0 0.015 =_0.836 x 10
3
 in.2
= 0.0558 inch
The foregoing gives the nozzle throat and exit area dimensions to produce
a force F 0 . 1 pound on the test panel when the reservoir pressure Ftl = 100
psi•
t
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The foregoing gives the method of calculating; the nozzle throat and exit
area dimension. These dimensions are the most important for determining; the
aerodyTimnic force (F) of the jet. A number of more or less qualitative
decisions will doubltlessly arise in apnlying; the foregoing. The following
comments and diagram should help in clarifying this.
Panel Being
Rotating hl eel or
Vibrator
Reservoir Source for
Laval Nozzle—,
v-
1.aO The nozzle a nuance should: not be sharp but curved as indicated , r
in diagram Presented in the section which discusses_ "Design
of the Laval Nozzle".	 Tliis is necessary to avoid any
"vena contracta" effect.t
2.	 (b) Divergence of nozzle not critical, but for present Purposes ..
should be small enough so that jet does not diverge appreci-
ably in going from nozzle exit (N) to orifice or slot (IV) .	 See
preceding diagram in section which discusses "Design of the
Laval Nozzle" as an example. 	 Possibly a divergence less than
indicated in these sketches might be more appropriate.
3.	 (t) The separation of the exit of the nozzle N and IV should be as1 small as_possible to avoid effect of jet divergence and jet-
mixing  with external_ air.
	
Possible (tl) might be no greater
than l/ 4 to 3/ 8 inch.
4.	 (W) The edges of the holes of W should be sharp and square. ^.
.	 (t 2 ) This separation should also be as small as feasible for same
reasons as for (tl ) .	 The distance (t2) should be no greats
than 3/8 inch for example. Y
The distances (t1) and (t2) on the other hand. shoule, not be
appreciably less, it seems, than 1/4 inch because the jet
remains supersonic only if it is allrnved to exhaust into a
virtually free air space._
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6. Behavior of jet from a Laval nozzle designed for a given reservoir
ir•cssure (80 psi, for example)
Ilie foregoing Laval nozzles have been designed, for fixed reservoir
pressures, to discharge at ext. , ctly atmospheric pressure, that is,
a pressure of 14.7 psi. If for a given im ►al nozzle design, the
stagnation pressure is raised, the discharge pressure in the jet will
rise, causing the emerging jet to diverge. 11iis jet divergence is
undesirable since the jet must still pass through the orifices or
I j	 slots on the rotating wheel or vibrator. V
Reservoir
Pressure
Ulual to	 when nozzle is operated at reservoir
Design	 pressure for which it is designed.
Reservoir
Pressure
0 
ir
Pressure*
Greater	 when nozzle is operated at reservoir
Than	 pressure greater than for which it
Design was designed.
Pressure
If the Laval nozzle is operated at areservoir pressure slightly less
than the reservoir pressure for which the nozzle was designed, the
jet's immediate tendency is to converge a bit.
when nozzle is operated at a reservoir
Reservoir	 pressure slightly less than design-
Pressur	 i	 reservoirpressure. Shadour graphs
Less Than	 show that jet immediately begins to
Design	 converge on emergence and goes through
11
Reservoir	 a series of diamond shaped contours
Pressure	 before it is attenuated in the
surrounding free air.
Conclusion It is better to operate nozzle at a pressure somewhat
less than the design reservoir pressure than at a pressure greater
than the design reservoir pressure in order to keep jet from diverg-
ing'and attenuating too fast. Thus, for a jet to discharge into .a
relative vaccum, unless it is designed for this, would make;the jet
relatively useless since it would then diverge excessively.
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7. Typical nozzle shape, and dimensions have been calculated for n
nuM)er of conditions. The follming results have been obtained:
Reservoir Diameter 	 0.2 inch, minimtun
Radius of reservoir
exit to throat	 O . U 25 inch
Distance from reservoir
to throat section	 0.025 inch
Distance from throat to
exit section	 0.125 inch
'flie follo►ving are the internal nozzle dimensions (in inches) for ajet force of 0.1 pound:
Nozzle
Shape
Air Mipp y
s i
roatiameter
or Length - Inch
xtt Diameter
or Lenngth - Inch Inch
Circular 100 0.033 0.041 -
Circular 3o 0.037 0.044 -
Rectangular 100 0.056 0.088 0.015
Rectanlnp lar 80 0.071 0.100 0.015
A
1
I
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